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THE WEE MARD KNOCKED OUT
41 Meeting of Aldermen at




DISPOSED OF BY BOARD.
Board Orders Paid Damage Judgment




Member Bell was the only absentee
at last night's station of the alder-
men.
City Auditor Kirkland and City
Clark Bailey were ortkrese to offician-
ly invite the gunboat Paducah to
come here next spring and visit Padu
cab, for winch city be is named after.
The invitation is to be forwarded to
tire secretary of the navy through
whose department the craft is direct-
ed.
The request of the Meraenthal.er-
liorton basket factory to be relieved
from Pining city iicensed to do busi-
'gess was referred to the license com-
mittee and city solicit" The con-
tern was. exempted from city taxes
&afire Aar: on locating here and the
owners believe this exemption in-
cludes license aloe.
The public improvement committee
was ordered to look into the ques-
tion of putting shade trees alongside
the pavements on both sires of Third
street, and inane that recently recon-
structed thoroughfare a race shade
boelevard.
To the ordinance committee was
referred the question of drawing up
a mea•ure prohibiting people from
hitching their horses to . hack trees
cn the sidewalks over town.
Mayor Yeiser was ordered to bey a
*6-foot strip of grptind from Mee.
Sallie Morrow, so Husbands street
could be widened to the regulation
width between Fourth and Sixth
streets gee will sell for anto.
Tile mayor reported to the board
that the teem of Police Commissioner
Jahn on expired, and be was 're-
appointed for four years. Confirmed.
The court of appeals ims held flat
the Baptist orphanage of Louisville
is Itiempt from taxation. The late
Wen Norton gave the orphanage prop
erty on Broadway here in Paducah,
and the institution now claims t'hcy
• are n t 'subject to city taxation un-
der the appellate bench decision, and
asked tin be relieved from paying the
indebtedness. The question was re
fend to the city solicitor, because thc
aldermen believe their exemption
does not include property they own
outside the building used as the or-
peerage.
Lawyers Hendrick, Milky & Marble
represented the city when there arose
last year the suit wherein the street
car company claimed the municipal
government had to pay for putting
concrete under their tracks when
Third street was r ec °net r uc ted.
These lawyers' service', were procur-
ed by the city solicitor, and they won
the action. Now these lawyers, pre-
sented their bill of $3cre to: the city
as then .fee, and the matter was re-
ferred to the solicitor.
There wet ordered paid off the sev-
eral litindred dollar judgment Mr. Mc
Meyersagot in the circuit court
attains; the city becattse of injuries
be sustained on being thrown from
his rig that ran into a pile of rubbish
lePt out after dark on the public
highway on Broad street.
To the street committee was refer-
red the request of Ben Weilk, Ar-
mour Catedster hetet others that the
be perninted to dedicate 42 feet of
psdperty to the city and the letter
grade 'and gravel same, converting it
thereby into a street. The property
leads:from West Jackson street over
tonairds the railroad shops.
Mayor Yeiser was ordered to bor-
row whatever money necessary to pay
the city's rtmoning expenses ubtil next
mond).* taxes commence corning in.
There was allowed $175 for a book
typewriting machine bought foe the
city clerk so the record,' could be type
written into the boons and not he
wsittee by hand.
The city treasurer's repott „showed
a balance on hand the first of this
mnnth of $93,963.76.
Last Monday City Treasurer Down
and sold the delinquent tax list, snow-
ing pectic., owing reepective sums to
'the city as munic.pal taxes. The bills
dvere bought in in the name of the
city govermnent by -City' Auditor
.Kirkland, they amounting to $3,831.-
.
' (Continued on Fourth Page.)
DRUGGIST BEN BRANTLEY AS-
SAULTED IN MYSTER-
IOUS MANefER.
Unconscious Form of Druggist Dis-
covered Lying on the Floor
by Rev. Cave.
A mysterious assault happened at
the Hayes drug store at Seventh and
Broadway last evening about 9:30
o'clock., at which time some stranger
knocked insensible Ma. Ben Brantley,
the drhggist at the esteblishment Mr.
Brantley says the attack is a thor-
ough mastery to him altogether, and
as result of same he is now aonfined
with a deep gash in his forehead at
his home on South Fifth between
Jones and Norton streets.
Me. Brantley is a young Man of
about thirty years of age and is con-
nected with the drug store. He says
he was sitting inside the mace by
himself when some stranger` walked
in as if to purchase something The
druggist arose and at this juncture
the unknown raised his arm, aliesiar-
ing to strike Brantley, The latter
noticed the move and quickjy reach-
ed for his gun which was in his pock-
et, but the man felled him, and Brant-
ley remembered nothing more.
The aisaflant rushed cret of the
door leaving the insensible form of
the druggist lyntg stretched off; eta
the door of the brilliantly lighten as-
tablishment. In a few morneiteWev.
We E. Cave, of the First Presbyter-
ian church, was passing, and glancing
inside noticed the prostrate form ly-
ing on the floor. The divine melted
inside and finding the druggist un-
conscious, suawnoned others and they
tried to tevite him. Dr. Robertson
was sent for and sewed up the in-
jured head, and that was followed by
Brantley being sent in a carriage to
his home, accompanied by friends. Ine
did not fully regain consciousness un-
til after midnight, and said he did
not know who the man was or for
what he was assaulted, as the strang-
er simply came in, and as he ad-
vanced forward the telling blow was
struck.
The revolver of the druggist was
foetid lying on the floor by those dis-
covering Ws insevelble body. TO po-
lice were immediately notified nif the
assault, but have as yet found noth-
ing that would bad to the identity
of the culprit. Two little boys in the
crowd drawn by the accident said
they saw a man come out of the place
and come down Broadway telhard
Sixth street. The lads paid no at-
tention to himin particular and re-
membered the walking fissure after
the druggist was found.
It is not believed that robbery was
the intention of the assailant as




PEOPLE CAN PASS THIRD
AND KENTUCKY.
ere Is Being Held for Contractor's
Signature the. Contract for
Sidewalks.
, Yesterday afternoon the boald of
public works held a meeting, bet
nothing much eranspired, and they
were in session only about fifteen
minutes.
Where the contractor is , re-con-
structing Kentucky avenue, he has it
torn up so there is no passage across
the avenue, all the way from Fifth
to First street. As vehicles could
not pass across that thoroughfare
from the side streets, City ningineer
Washington laid a plank driveway at
Third and the avenue, and now all can
get by. His action was apprvoed by
the board members. .
The members received the nitritten
contract exned over to thentnny the
city solicitor, it being that to be sign-
ed by Contractor Bridges for the
concrete pavemeets to be put on both
sides of Jefferson from Fourteenth
to Twenty-fifth streets. The mem-
bers ordered the document he! nin-
til Bridges' arrival here, when . in
sign same and it becomes bin g.
The board approved the city engi-
neer's estimate for several thousand
dollars due the contractors for the
Jefferson street storm water sewers,
and the Kentucky avenue storm sew-
ers, and paved street work. This is
the portion of the contract price due,
them as the wdrlo progresses.
Snow nell yesterday in the north-
west and about the big lakes.
CAR STRIKE NOBLE LADY GONESTRUCK ON HEADI SAILORS MUTINY
BIG DEMONSTRATION TO BE MRS. SUSAN ROUSE PASSED TO ED BURTON INJURED BY THEHELD NEXT WEDNESDAY HER REWARD LAST CABLE AT SANDBY UNIONISTS. NIGHT. PLANT.
The Kentucky, the Sun, Citizens Sav-
ings Bank, and Friedman & Keil-
er Declared "Unfair."
This morning the councilmanic
committee expects to call upon Gen-
eral Menages- John Bleecker, of the
street railway company, and see if
they can do anything looking toward
bringing about an adjustinent of the
strike existing between the company
and union motormen and conductors.
The committee is composed of Coun-
cilman Riglesberger, Kolb and Tay-
lor, and they were chosen by the low-
er municipal 'egislative board at
Wednesday night's session, on re-
quest of C. 0. Pratt, the president
of the international union composed
of conductors and motormen, who is
here helping the Paducah affiliates ad-
just their differences with the car
company.
Yesterday morning Central Labor
body announced that it had arranged
fee a mammoth demonstration to be
given next Wednesday, at which
time all the union men of this city
will take a day off, and parade the
streels, hold a speaking, and carry
out an elaborate programme. The
-question of holding the demonstra-
tion was submitted to each subordi-
nate Intion and a vote taken on same.
The unions then handed the result
of Ittrthivote to the Central Labor
body, nh is composed of delegates
from every subordinate association.
The majority of the subordinate bod-
ies favoring the demonstration it was
decided to have same. The union
men will form a procession, march
through the different streets ali over
town during the morning, while in
the afternoon the speeches win be
made at Central Labor -hall by differ-
entieading speakers. They expect to
have a number of out-of-town men
here to participate in the affair which
is in sympathy for the inking mo-
tormen and conductors.
The Central Labor body Wednes-
day night placed on the "unfair" or
boycott list the Paducah Daily Sun,
Friedman & Keller, the Citizens Sav-
ings bank, and the Kentucky opera
house. In each of these institutions
anessrs. Joe Friedman and W. F
Pexton are interested, and one of the
labor men stated last evening their
object was to get at the concerns in
which these two gentlemen beld stock
because they' were associated with the
street railway system that has the
union, motormen and conductors lock-
ed out. The labor man in question
said it was their object to take up
just a few at one time of the con-
cents these parties are interested in
;rid place them on the boycott list,
became they believe these two men
are instrumental in keeping the rail-




In Memphis Yesterday the People
Defeated the "Machines&
Memphis, Tenn., Nov. 9.—The elec-
tion here today resulted in the rout
of the macIline and the victory of the
fusionists. The majority for he peo-
ple's ticket is in the immediate neigh-
bbrhood of r,sco. The entire peo-
ple's ticket' wins with Malone, who
headed the fusion ticket.
The election ends a warm contest
and one which has kept the city in a
stir since it was inaugurated several
weeks since. It did not pass without
some friction for during the day there
were several difficulties in and about
the polls, but none of a serious char-
acter.
The defeated faction was headed by
Mayor Williams, who has been in
office for nanny years and had a
strong power behind him. A desire
fist a general reform in municipal af-
fairs -brought about his defeat more
than anything else.
*WIRELESS TO PORTO RICO
Messages Picked Up Over Distance
nf Fourteen Hundred Miles.
,Washington, D. C., Nov. 9.—The
navy department has been informed
that the wireless telegraph operator
at Stet Juan, P. R., read signals which
were being sent from a wireless sta-
tion in the vicinity of New York. The
distarcr as computed at the navy de-
partment is approximately raw miles.
.This encourages the belief at the de-
partment that it will be pessible to
establish wireless telegraphic com-
munication between San Juan and
Wnshihron nary yard in the near fu-
ture
Was One of City's Noblest and Most
Prominent Women—J. G. Vine's
Son Died of Spasms.
With widespread sorrow and sad-
ness win there be received the news
that lest evening at 8:2o o'clock one
of tisis'city's most noble and estimable
ladies, closed her eyes in everlasting
peacidel sleep, she being Mrs. Susan
G. Range, widow of the late Captain
R. G. ouse. Only a few of her
friendtaknew that she was ailing and
the danolution will come as a deep
blow and shock to Orrin on account
of nee endearing love evidenced to-




Otkile last week went to Hen-
., where she was called by
of ber last brother, Mr.
Be , who expired in that
cny4 hale there she took nightly
was wea enough to return












at 'her home on Sixth and
streets, and a day or two
re set in acute pneumonia
quickly carried her away. •
deceased was born 75 years
ago its Henderson, where for a MITI-
ber of years she resided. Over fifty
nears- ago she was married to the
lat Cement R. G. Rouse, who for
years -wee connected with the St. Ber
nerd Coal company. In the early
ens ttirs famity moved to Gilbertsville,
up tile Tennessee river out of this
city, where the coal company main-
tain*" a tipple that was in charge of
the present deceased's late husband.
After remaining there a while they
moved back to Paducah, which has
since bees their pernunsint home-
Mrs. Rouse was one of the city's
most beloved and eighty, esteemed
ladies, who in her quiet walls, niter
did much good and was a deperful
consollanon to her wide acquaintance
ship. She was a most 0161-
tian woman of deep ccligr
rs nclel.ttlearaind
Fe ;Obrutian church the4t7es -a
valued member whose la is 
benI.
deceased was survived by only
liken, Mrs. Joseph T. Bishop.
f the St. Hertford Coal et/m-
.1,6nd , wed Mrs. Sam-
mb wife the company's Ps-
bookkeeper One
. Robert Moore wife of
mom' packing company's attache in
the local office.
As yet no arrangements have been
mad* for the funeral services that
will probably occar some time teettor-
NAV
Child Disd.
William, the y-year-old son of Mr.
J. fj. Vines, died last night at 8
o'clock after only three days' illness
wit!" spasms, at titliiittily home on
Guthrie avenue 00 srl West Ten
n reser street.
No arrangements tave yet been
made. for the funeral services.
HEARST'S EFFOihril FAIL
Thee to Get Ballot Boxes Out of
Police Cont'
Lee Hart Painfully Cut Hand by
Bursting Bottle—Gray Wood-
wad's Skin Is White.
.Edward Burton, white employe of
i
the sand company, was painfulty in-
jured about 8 o'clock last evening by
a huge cable on the plant striking
him in the head while he was en-
gaged with his duties thereabouts.
The skin was not cut but Dr. Jeff
Robertson thinks he is suffering some
little from concussion. He was tak-
en to his home at 523 Jackson street
and his injuries attended.
New York, Nov ell—There were
denetions4 developmentg in the May -
01114 contest today. On an affidavit
iss at the request of Hearst the
neestapoll licences which the law place
wi the keeping of the police, were
delivered at the election corn
mi nem' headquarters. It was this
or awl the !removal. Oa tire boxes,
in dompliance with the court ordeir,
whIen developed the sennetione of the
day.. The gathering of the wagons
conteitting the Went and the mate
mart sent along -to protect them and
aleothe marry who gathered in behalf
of Hearst's interests thronged the
vicinity of the election commission-
ere' quarters and got out the idea
ecitnething etartling was on and this
drew the canto& The el, -en cone
miseieners 'indulged 411'' the
bozo, which witiutri -have 'owl-
et:1h quitters, anti appealed to the
co There being no law to Com-
pel *tem to accept the boxes they
werni tetitrnett to their original 'hold-
ers. !Tomorrow the official count of.:
la general meeting every citizen in-
the note will be made and further ex- tereeten in the project, so tie by-interest, Are expdcted, II5rii, etc., can 'be submitted, adopted
and organization of the society per-
--snive persons were killed and 111V- fentet in order that work can be
ersinfatally 'hurt in a lroad vrreck proceeded with.
need; Wilkeebaiee, Pa., Wednesday. It is possible the general gathering
Hand Badly Cut.
Lee Hart was working in the bot-
tling department of the Dreyfuas &
Weil wholesale whiskey establish-
ment on North Second street last
evening about ft o'clock, when one of
the 'huge bottles broke and his hand
was badly cut It was dressed by Dr.
Robertson. •
Getting Well.
Gray 'Woodward, the negro boy, is
getting well of the fearful scalds he
sustained two weeks ago by falling
into the open hot water vat standing
behind the laundry at Fifth and
At Cronstadt and Pillage
and Burn and Kill.
WORKUEN JOIN THE
MURDEROUS MARINES.
The Rioting Lasted Throughout the
Night, but Details Are Lacking
or Withheld.
PlittinC-STRICKlini PEO-
PLE FLEE FOR SAFETY.
;
St. Petersburg, Nov. 9, night. —In-
tense excitement prevails here owing
ne the alarming rime from Cronstadt.
According to the rerts, a mutiny of
the sailors occurred Oaring the night
and was followed bin regular battle
with the troops, during whicti machine
guns were used. The inhabitants are
panic-stricken and are fleeing from
the tovert.
The workmen sided with the sail-,
or and hundrecis were kilted or
wounded.
Latin- the torch was used an1 the
town is IleAlr in flames. It is reported
that the glare of the fire can be seen
Irons -the windows of the emperor's
palace at Peterhof. The boats to St.
Broadway. Dr. Robertson stated last Petersbarg have stopped running and:
night that his skin had turned white telephone and telegraph commentica-
where scalded, and probabilities ace tam have been severed.
it would retain this hue. 14 is in-epos ible now to verify the
reports or secure details of the hap-
penings.About Recovered.
Mr. James Fuller, of the Maxon's
Mill section of the county, is up and
able to be around once more, after
suffering frau) very painful injuries
and bruises caused by being thrown
from his buggy when his horse col-
lided with another rig near Twelfth
and Burnett streets last week. For
a while it was thought he was in-
ternally injured on account of the
vomiting showing blood, but it turn-
ed out that be was only badly
bruised.
esen AV V
County Election Commissioners Do
That This Morning.
This morning at to o'clock the elec
tion oamminsionen, foe this county
will meet at the ems* court house
and canvass the beasts east st the
recent election to disc? can Official'',
declare the result sod issue the cer-
tificates of election to the successful
candidates. The commissioners be-
lieve they can go over the vote today,
ass they have to onty go through the
totals returned from each precinct,
and not every respective ballot.
GOT COPIES
COMMITTEE HAS COPIES OF
DOCUMENTS THEY WILL
GO OVER.
Another General Meeting to Be Held
Next Week by Humane Socie-
ty Promoters of Here.
Mlesdames. James Campbell, Sr,
and Cook Husbands, and Attorney
W. F. Bradshaw, -have received from
Atlanta, Ga., Naahville and Memphis,
Tenn, copies of the by-laws and rege
illations governing the Humane socie-
ties maintaidea in those cities. Thee
two ladies and one gentleman cons-
pose the committee selected by Pa-
ducah parties behind the movement
that looks toward organization here,
of a similar society in order that the
welfare of tinplate brutes, etc., coedit
be properly looked after and there
prosecuted people found guilty of
mistreating them. The committeens
to get up by-laws and rules and reg-
ulations for government of the local
body, and in preparing Rit this wrote
to the estride cities for copies of
those preventing there.
'Now that the documents have ar-
rived, Mtn; Campbell wilt today see
the balance of the committee and ar-
range for their meetings at which
time they will extract from the out.
aide by-laws what portions they de-
sire making applicable to this city.
Completing this work the committee
Will then have Mayor Yeiser to call
Says It Was Sailors.
London, lbw. 9.—A dispatch to a
news agency from St. Petersburg
saes the sailors of the Russian squad-
ion at Croredadit mutinied last night,
overpowerner their officers and laird-
ed. and attacked the shops, public
buildings and spirit stores.
The troop, were called out and
figntine ensued, during which metalline
guns were used and navy pensollik
were trifled or vapunded. to addition
a nesshee of Isoirses)wete secoo hee.
Strikers Wreck Train.
Warsaw. Russian Poland, Noe. n—
A freesia train on the Wareew-Breet
line, managed by soldiers of the rail-
road battalion, was derailed by Melt-
eta.todsy near Novo Minsk, The eon
ductor was killed and several soldiers
were iateral.
WRIGHT WANTS HIS JOB.
Washington. Nov. 9.--NA,'Illiarn W.
Weight, United States at t rr.ey for
the Easesern distinct of Tennessee,
paid his respects to the president to-
day and disctmead the question ofehis
reappointment There is said to be
po objection to hie reappointment by
Tennessee patronage dispensers, and
the departneent olk justice is said to be
favorably disposed to another term.
The (Markt is said to be the third
largest in the country in point of crim
inal prosecutions, and the work of
Mr. Wright is said by high officiale
her to have been of a high order.
While tbe president has not followed
a fixed policy in the matter of reap-
pointing United States attornere, he
has in many instances declined to
give third terms to these officials, ap-
pointing new men.
PATTAON'S MAJORITY.
Columbne, 0., Nov. 9.--Pattison's
pluesdity for governor is 41.705. accord
ing to the official returns reported to
the cognty mats and telegraphed to
the Cole:tribes Dlepatch today, all
counties being leo/treed.
The state officers and legislators
chosen Tuesday wilt serve three
year, Matead of,4wo, as heretofore,
the constitutional amenchnent for
biennial election* providing that the
termer of official, elected at this time
shall expire on January T 1909, at
which time the state (*freers and teg-
htlators chosen r,p aknamber,
will arsenate office.
The legislature.chown in icio8 will
choose a United Staten senator to sue
ceed Senator Foraner
LAWSON MONEY
Boston, Nov. 9a—Thomas W. Lair-
son, the state-strpet financier and
r d
author, yesterday( bet nio,000 that
William R. nine win be the not*
mayor of New Y He has ato,000
more that he is wVling to wager in
the !MTV way. This first .ato,000 was
offered at i to 3 annnvith instrustions
to his broker to receive offers down
to even.
The broken plecid eaciso at 1 TA
3 and time crest at s to a. Now he has .
will be. 'held some night the first of posted $50,000, winch he offers at the
annhe prnnce and princess of Wales next week at the Broadway Meth°. same odds upon which the other bet










THE QUESTION UP WITH
CHIEF.
• The Telephone Lineman After Super-
intendent Had Gone Planted
the "Dead Man."
Secretary, W. H. Pitcher, of the
school board, will today take up with
Chief James Collins, of the police
force, the act of the East 'Tennessee
Telephone company in planting a
'dead man" underneath the ground at
the playgrounds for the Washington
building on West Broadway. If the
- .company does not remove the "dead
man," warrants will be taken out
against them. The employes for the
company are running some wires and
poles through that section and re-
quested Superintendent Lieb's per-
mission to place the "dead man" un-
derneath the playgrounds of the
building. The superintendent refused
them this permissibn because the
"dead man" and guy wires would
present an ugly sight,- and in addi-
tion endanger the children from trip-
ping over the wires constantly. The
telephone employes waited until after
• the superintendent had left the school
building, and then slipping out there
with their "dead man" and wires,
planted the former and erected the
latter. The next morning Professor
Lieb found what had been done and
laid the matter before the school
board, which instructed the secretary
to confer with Chief Collins of the
police force, and then if the company
does not move the outfit, to have war-
rants issued and they prosecuted for
transgressing on the grounds which
are private to the extent that they
are for the use of the educational de-
partment alone.
TAKE BODY HOME
FREE SHORTLY LEAVES FOR
HIS OLD HOME IN
ALABAMA.
He Now Has Time to Get Away, as
His Lawsuit Has Been Con-
tinued in the Circuit Court.
A. F. Free, the shantyboater, liv-
ing aboard his houseboat on the op-
posite side of the river, expects to
leave in a few days for his former
borne in Jackson county, Alabama,
for the purpose of interring the re-
mains of his son, which corpse has
been kept aboard the boat every since
the lad died several months ago.
Free was in the city a day or two
ago and while talking with his law-
yer, said he was preparing to go back
home with the body and bury same
in the family cemetery. Free ha*
been kept here by the suit he has
against the American Express corns
pany, lie claiming the company lost
some furs and hides 'he shipped out
of Paris, Tenn., to St. Louis, con-
signing it to the express people for
forwarding. The proceeding was
continued last week in the Circuit
court, and now be has time to leave.
It is the body of Free's son over
which the afternoon papers raised
such a howl, claiming the father was
apparently insane, and kept the
corpse aboard the boat in rottening
firm on account of eccentricity.
investigation showed the father had
the body well embalmed and preserv-
ed, and was keeping it on dying re-
quest of the boy who asked not to
be buried uittil taken back to the old
borne. Freq sued the afternoon Sun
for_Ss000 for slander.
SHOOTING CHARGE
M. E. SMITH, OF GRAVES COUN-
TY, IS HELD TO GRAND
JURY.
Queenie Ray, Colored, Was Held to
the Grand Jury for Breaking
Into John Terrell's House.
M. E. Smith, of Graves county, was
yeeterday morning in the police court
held to the grand jury in $too bond
for shooting at French Owen, color-
ed, out on West Court street the
night before.
Queenie Ray, colored, was held to
the grand jury in $200 bond on the
charge of breaking into the house of
John B. Terrell, of Washington near
Ninth street.
Charles Meadows was helirt to the
grand jury on the charge of breaking
into another', holive.
There was dioniseed the warrant
charging Frank Irish with !dealing
$7 from a petty on West Court street.
oW:11 Pool was requitted of The pet
ty I. r charge against him.
Al Dawson, colored, was fined $5
for a breath of ordinance. He let tri's
bore.. run at forge on the public
*tree's at night in violation of the
ordinance prohibit i ng sa
Henry Rothe and Ed Dickerson
were fined $5 and costs for a breach
of the peace.
Con Wallace was fined $t ands:Aosta
lot a breach of the peace.
VISITS SCHOOLS
SUPT. LIEB DESIRES TO IN-
SPECT THE NASHVILLE
BUILDINGS.
Miss Smith Arrived From Louisville
to Take Position-Plank Walk
Being Prepared For.
Supterintendervt Lieb expects to
leave one week from next Tuesday
for Nasthvill, Tenn., to be present the
aand5 at which time the public schools
of that city will be visited by the sev-
eral hundred delegates attending the
annual convention of the two educa-
tional associations gathering there
tbat week. One is the Southerrr_Edu-
cations] Association and the other the
Association of 'Schools and Colleges.
They hold a two days' session, but
the local educatsir wants to be there
only on the "visiting" day, so 'he can
go over the, publ:c schools there thor
ougMy and reap whatever benefits pos
sible by a knowledge of educational
departments of the larger cities. He
was granted a two days' leave of ab-
sence for this gathering, and leaves
Tuesday and returns the. following
Thursday.
New Teacher Here.
Miss Smith, the new tweet*: from
Louisoille. arrived last evening from
that city and win take charge of her
room this morning. She was eeleated
to take the place of Misa Happy New
ell, who resigned, and had been con-
nected with the departmental work
o; the eighth grade at the Washing-
ton buikhng. M iss Newell's oral gna -
flan was effective Wiednestisey, and
yesterday the departmental 'work look
ed after by her was put in charge of
Mise Florence Weaver, a high, school
pupil, to remain until Miss Smith ar-
rived.
Lay Plank Walk.
'Yesterday Trustee Louis Patter
and Building Superintendent Fred
Hoyer, of the schools, went up to the
Mechanicsburg building and looked
over the ground, preparatory to put-
ting down the plank walk which is to
be constructed from the school to
the graveled part oi Bridge street.
The school is on a street that is not
graveled now, therefore gets- muddy
and nearly impassable. during bad
periods of the winter season, An or-
dinance bad been adopted by the city
legislative boards to gravel the thor-
oughfare right away, but the mayor
lest the measure when it was handed
him for his signature by City Oerk
Henry Bailey, his signature being nee
eleary before the bill was effective.
Wednesday night at the council' the
handed in a chrplicate ordinance to
take the place of the lost one, but as
it, will take until the last of December
for the measure to get its final ado%)
tion, therefore the work could not be
started until the first of next year, it
was ordered that a plank walk , be
land leading up to the school building
so the children can use same until
the street gets geaveled and thereby
relieve them of the necessity of trudg
ing through the mud in going bock
and forth between home and their
studies, The council ordered Street
inspector Elliott to Lay the tempor-
ary walk, and Superintendent Hoyer
will meat 'him, the timber to be
bought from the mills by the city for
that purpose if the inspector finds
enough old lumber is not (In hand or
the wear.
SUE FOR SALARY
A. L. HAYES SUED THE PADU-
CAH MUSIC COMPANY
YESTERDAY.
Ed P. Noble Transferred New West
End Home to Wife, Mrs. Enna
Reed Noble.
In the court of Judge Richard
Lightfoot yesterday suit was filed by
A. L. Hayes against A. MI. and J. J.
Sanderson, composing the Paducah
Music coinpa..ny, for $142, loss $64
credit.
Hayes claims that August 1, Iwo
he contracted to work for the defend-
ants for $6 a week, with the under-
standing that in addition to this sal-
ary he was to get $125 for every. 1712120
Ye sold of value less than $400,and $50,
for every one he sold worth riore
than $400. He was to get $ts for ev-
ery organ disposed of. He claims
they now owe him the $142 less men-
tioned credit.
Property Sold.
Property on Elmwood avenue has
been sold by T. J Hart to Ellen Rog-
ers Seidel! for $65o, and deed fikd
for record yesterlay with the county
clerk.
For $1a5 Joel Darntalf sold to Ellen
Rogers Spidell land lying out in the
county.
Ed P. Notate traiofe....4 to Emma
Reed Noble, foc $t and love and affee
tlie %mese mid eat on Broadway
beyond West End.
W. Warlord tranaftored to L. C.
Smith for $1 and other conoiderations,
land lying out in the county.
DISMISS JURY
JUDGE REED WILL FINISH
WITH THE JURORS PROB-
ABLY TODAY.
There Is Not Yet Completed the Suit
of B. C. Rudolph Against the
ellinois Central.
Judge Reed expects to finish -his
business with the petit juries in the
moult court today and dismiss the
jurors which has been trying the dif-
ferent proceedings 'coning bebore
them during the past five week's of
court. The judge after he distnisists
the jury, trim the balance of the dock
et 'himself. He continues this ,until
the last week of this month and then
adjourns the civil session prepara-
tory for the criminal dociod.
Cases Today.
Today there comes up before the
jury the suit for $2.000 damages E.
Glission filed against the Paducah Rail
way and Light company. Glisson
was driving at Twelfth and Broadway
several years ago, when a ,car struck
his buggy, knocked him out, broke
his collarbone and otherwise injured
hint The suit for damages was tried
before Special Judge John K. Hien-
drick and defendant won. Plaintiff
tarried the matter to the appellate
court which reversed the lower trib-
tinal, and ordered a new hearing
which will now be granted. Judge
Reed has been the attorney for the
Cefendant in this action, therefore a
special judge is neoessary, and if it
goes to trial today some lawyer will
have to be designated to proide.
Another action set for today is
that of Edward Alexander against
the street cor company. Plaintiff is
the policeman whose little girl got
run over by a car on South Sixth
near Tennemee street, and received
fatal injuries. He eves for damages
on account of the death.
The only other action docloeted for
today is that i8f the comnxinwealth
of Kentucky against the Interstate
Life Assurance society of Indianapo-
he, Ind., wherein the commonwealth
sues for $500 on the ground that the
insurance concern is susceptible to
this fine for permitting its agents to
rebate people taking policies in the
company.
A Suit Dismissed.
There has been settled and dismiss-
ed the damage suit of McGee against
the street railway company wherein
dertlhgea are weight.
M. V. Cherry and Andy Clark were
excused from further service on the
jury and T. J. C,ourecirand A. T Har-
ris substituted.
There is now on trial the suit of
Lfrey Young against the Illinois Cen-
tral railroad, and the proceeding 'well
be completed today. Young was at
work around a Irak driving machine
at the railroad shops when a sliver of
metal flew into his eye and put out
the tight.
Gregory Sued.
Silt was filed in the circuit court
yesterday by Baker, Vowter & Com-
pany of St. Louie, against Oec-ar L.
Gregory for $259.58 chimed due for
goods plaintiff furnished defendant.
REVOLUTION
RIO DE JANEIRO ENTIRE
GARRISON HAS RE-
BELLED.
Joined by Harbor Squadron, Hun-
dreds of Persons Have Been
Killed in Streets.
New York, Nov. 9.-A Buenos
Ayres dispatch to the Herabd, dated
Wednesday, says a revolution bas
just broken out in Rio De Janeiro
against the Brazilian government It
is both military and naval.
The entire garrison of the capital
has rebelled and the squadron in the
harbor has sidled with the revolution-
ists and threatens to botnbard the
city.
Hundreds of persons have been
killed in encounters in the streets.
One dispatch says that ths trouble
began with a mutiny of the garrison
Fort Santa Crttz, doe to the ill-treat-
ment of a sergeant by the officers in
command. Cal. Pedre Ino was ar-
rested and Maj. Freire and an en-
sign were kilfed. Troops were sent
there to quell the mutiny.
At the Braeilian legation there is
no news of the outbreak, but Bra-
zilian residents here say the revolve
tion would not surprise them, as the
chiefs of the last revolutionary at-
tempt were recently pardoned, in-
cluding the principal leader, Lauro
&Are, who was very active.
The garrison of the fortress of
Santa Cruz at the entrance of the
bay has mutinied. It i4 believed that
the mutiny will be quickly suporess-
ed. The city is perfectly quiet. There
is no revolution.
The mutineer* in the fortress of
Santa Crtts surrendered to the au-
thorities this morning.
Sobsefik Fla The itillitallw•
FORREST LECTURE
HON. lIrnGR TYI.F.R OF HICK-
MIAN, WILL DELIVER
ONE.
It Is Probable That Dr. Murrell and
Others Will Procure Opera
House for the Occasion.
Arrangements have about been
made for 'Hon. Judge Tyler, of Hick-
man, Ky., to deliver a lecture here
some time this winter, instead of
Hon. Tully Brown, of Nashville,
Tenn. The money derived from the
lecture goes to the fund being raised
for the Confederate monument that
will be constructed on the Carnegie
library lawn at Ninth and Broadway.
M.r. Brown was an officer under
General Forrest during the civil war,
and delivers a lecture on that distin-
guished southern soldier whose val-
iant career is a household word for
all sympathizers of the lost cause.
The veterans of this city wanted him
to come here and deliver a lecture on
the general, but he cannot come. Now
arrangements have been made where-
by an address on General Forrest
will be made by Judge Tyler, who
was also an officer under the ilhis-
trious dead soldier, and lectures very
interestingly about him.
Judge Tyler will be here week af-
ter next to attend the United. States
court at the postoffice, he being in-
terested in some impotent 'itigation
which comes up for trial during that
term. While here the date for his
appearance will be decided on. and
then final arrangements made.
Dr. D. G. Murrell is chairman of
the monument fund committee, and
is making the arrangements for the
lecture, with assistance of the Miler
veterans, and also ladies of the Con-
federacy. It is probable the opera
house will be procured for the occa-
sion and a moderate price of admis-
sion charged.
REPEATERS SUFFERED.
Something Like Half a Thousand Ar-
rested in Philadelphia.
Philacielplia, Nov. 9.-Never in the
history of Phiadelphia elections have
so many arrests been made as in the
contest which Tuesday resulted in the
defeat of the republican organization
by the reform city party. Soares of
prisoners were arraigned. today before
Maoistrate Eisenbrown at the central
police station in the city halt and
nearly sou were arrested and under
bail awaiting further bearing's tomor-
row. The charge sagn;nst the defend
ants are varied, but time majority of
them are accused of voting and at-
tempting to vote
Licenmd to *tory.
A wedding license ea; i so: by
the clerk to Clarence Golden, aged
26, and May Bond, aged 24. of the
city.
Sheriff's Taxi( Sale
I will on Monday, the 4th day of
December, 1905, (county court day)
at the McCracken county court house
door, sell to the highest bidder for
cash, the following described lots and
lands, or so much thereof as is neces-
sary to pay the state and county
taxes assessed for tbe year 1905.
Sale to begin between the hours of
9 and to a. m.
I.. D. POTTF.R.




Augvertos, W. E. est. of. 1 It
t4o6 S. 4th 
Aelioff, Phil, i It 714 S. 4th  
Argetei, Tom i It 1241 S. 6th 
Anderson, Chas z It O'Shien
add 
Alford, Jay i It 151 Woodward
Ave 
Blandford, i It Willie at 
Briant, John for wife, 3 It S.
7th-fith & Bolie--80 above
Host) 
Brim*, John 34 Sc m- R. D.
Ryky 
Bryant, Mrs. Belle, t It 630
Elizabeth 
Bolger, Jiro fr wife r it 1708
Broad 
Burkhaed, Ben z It 9th &
'Beekman  -
O3otland, C. R. I It 11th 'bet
Jones & Norton 
Baliowe, R. P. 1 it 13th &
Jackson 
Burrow's, Hugh fr wife SS ac
nr N. Potter & it 1107,S
4th 
Burton, Rosen* 3 Its 700 Goe-
bel Ave-S. 4als-Hays Ave
Belt, E. E. I It. S. 3rd bet
Husband and George 
Bartlett, W. W. t It Ash. Ave 
Burger Louis 1 It 4t3
Birchett, E. F.. t it 1827 Beige
st 
Bond. Mrs. A. E. t It 1341 S.
glib
Burkholder, J H t It Nor. Add
Brandon, G. C. (N. R.) 1 It
9th & Boeknian 
ilitede, Frank I It S. t2th
Broils, M. T. 3 Its, Norton. if
O'Brien Ad 


















That in addressing Mrs. Pinkham you
are confiding your private ills to a woman
-a woman whose experience with wo-
man's diseases covers a great many years.
You can talk freely to a woman when it
Is revolting to relate your private troubles
to a man-besides a man does not under-
stand-simply because he is a man.
Many women sial&FIn silence and drift alone
from bad to worse, knowing full well that they
ought to have immediate assistence, but a natural
modesty impels them to shrink from exposing them-
selves to the questions and probably examinations of
even their family physician. It is unnecessary.
Without money or price you can consult a woman
whose knowledge from actual experience is groat.
Mn. Pinkhlim's Standing Invitations
Women suffering from any form of female weak-
ness are invited to promptly communicate with Mrs.
Pinkham at Lynn. Mass. All letters are received,
opened, read and answered by women only. A
woman can freely talk of her private illness to a
woman; thus has been established the eternal
cor. Means between Mrs. Pinkham End the women
of America which has never been broken. Out
of the vast volume of experience which she
has to draw from, it is more than possible
that she has gained the very knowledge
that will help your case. She asksuoth-
lag in return except your good-will, and her
advice has relieved thousaads. Surely any
woman, rich or poor, is very foolish if she
does not take advantage of this generous
offer of asaistanee. -Lydia E. Pinkhazn
Medicine Co., Lynn, Maas.
Following we publish two let-
ters from a woman who ateepe




" Per sight yams I Save mIhrad amething
Mae* warty aim& mak my periods. The
=are wake Gan Madly adsal 
Es s I lava ovarian mit
mash aresais. wit throne ea sp.
ansissit itrai
IsiblasalS1 paid% hip IL
Asiglistiturio do. limas pas cgs
yslierstas asmith.INItrad S.
=re.. .0 ,Wasklagam,D.C.d Warr.
' Dear Mrs. litakhaar.-
" Afar killimrkg earatelly your advice.,
sad lois 1 1Piskassat Vegetable





WIGS yara bare all= as.
saki I must bars an or I meld ma
" As you blow, I wefts that say dote*
live tesa urea* yea. *Nag you soy J.
moats. I followed yew advice sad am
Undy well. I can walk mike without stai
sobs or &pain, and I owe nay Ufa to you NA
to Lydia 3. Ploidnua's Vegetable Clampound.
I whit every sufferiag yams would read
ista and mails do value ot wee
bm to irs and year rinankt.'1--iirs Mary
tieth and IL O1 &nets, Boo.
Wag P. 0., Washington, IL C.
When a medicine has him successful
In restoring to health so row women
whom testimony is so ."-
you cannot well say,
• I do not believe it momIf
7_01I are al. iss% bhada% to get a bo
Ue of Lys Plahhmes Vegetable
Compottamlat two and write Mrs. Pink-
ham, Lynn. Mass., for special advice--
it is f2111 sad alwowthelpfel.
Bryant, Waker i It Jack st.
Brooks, Ws. 2 It, O'Brien
Add 
Burks, S. W. 2 its OBrien
Add 
Ceevoil, A. B. I It 713-715 S 
Jones 
at
Carroll, J. t It 1013-1015
Carroll, Mrs. M. E. t It
CYBrien Add 
Clark, IC N. I It Goebel Ave
Clark, J. W. I It 273%Clements
at. 
Clark, T. A. for wife-1 It 1835
Bridge it 
Clark, Mrs. Jane 1 Its
Clements it. & Ash. . Are.
Coleman, C. A: t It 622 S.Ath
Conley, Mrs. M. L. i It 615 S.
4th st. 
Cunningham, Joe 1 It tot8 S.
4th... 
Cliapian, T. R. i It 0319
• Bridge at. 
Goldman. Jerry E. I It 2000
Hays & Y•eiser Ave 
Calkosay, Jack 2 Its Powell &
Clements its
Curd, George E. t It George
bet 6th di 7th 
Canner. Ernesto It 430 Ash-
croft Ave. 
Carthey, Clark I It Clem. st
Cumbees W, A. 86 aches..,.
Davis, BoL. 1 It 1117 S. 4th at
Davis, Mrs. R. T. I34 Its 1294
S. 9th st. 
De Loath, Ed 1 It Jones nr
t6th.
Doyle, Mrs. M. T. u It Si;
Tt
Dean, Rackel& Ann I ac
Charnblin &•Murray Add 
Dyson, A. C. t it 237 Clem at.
Deavers, Ben. 0. I It 422 Kin-
cad Ave. 
Drennon, Mrs Mary z It Eula
St. 
Dicke, J. A. 1 It Wheeler Ave
Dupree, Chas t it Kincad Ave
Dulguid, Mary, t It Clem. st.




Martha I It/ 1620
B 
h 
Enolert, Tom, t It 907, S. nth
et. 
Eggleston, Sue 1 It 4th & Gen.
St. 
Elliott, A. F. r It. Chem. at...
i6.68 EaV e IliClae I It 702 S. 11th
Esir,ington, Ida t It Ben. Road
17.02 Forgbish, Pat. I It Little Add.
Elder, Torn I It Goebel Art
64•57 Flowers. Wes I
t 4th & Noe._
7,72 Frizzell, J. I. t It 1816
 Bridge
8.41 Fnlkr,E 2 Its
. 3rd 'A N in
Parris, Joe t It 9th & Bock...
Flynn, Robt z lot Clem et
Frailty," J. F. r It Hays Ave...
Fields, John 12 it, hat 4th Pe
South ......
Forman, Jedin 6th & Reread
Futrell, J. P t it O'Brien, Add




















Green, J. M. i It O'Brien Add. 6.34
Gleason, Ed 1 It 231 Short at
Granger, H. G. t It 1233 S.
6th et.  31.15
Galvin, Mike t It tzto 3.
6th it.  14.61
Gibson, W. W. t It 708 Goebel
Are 8-35
Gregory, Cass I It Teen. St.' 6.4
Ge°Hargyes,Ave........12  I 
Garton, R L. t It Lillie Add 6.13
Gaynor, Margaret i It Ckm
$t  • 
Gooden, Willie i It Rushing
Gilbert, Mee. Emma I It
5-10 Cleveland Ave. 
9•1* Grubbs, Elliott 0. a It O'Brien
Add. 
10.27 Hughes, Geo. 1 It 9-liusb.
Bock:nen 
9.10 Houser, F. 1 It ma Tenn
Herring, MT*. Mollie, 4 It.
8.00 Clem. stur Coal Tipple..
Hines, Bud t lj 16th & Tenn.
5.44 Hendon, Fred 2 Its 713 Goebel
Ave.' ............ 12.21
5.79 liessig, Dr. H. T. 9 Its toth & •
Court, n9th & Jones, 8th &6.34 
Jackson 
1121:6441 liabertbhy,s1.11. H. I It 614 Nor.
6.34 Woodward Ave
7.90 Husbands, Wrn. It 534 Mize-
Ho:let:c.v.,. Mrs... .. M. ... .... 91 78.
3.65
Quo
8 89 Ilixon, W. T. est. 3 its Little
Add 
7.03 Hamilton, W. B. t It 433 Geo
at. 
6.13 Humphrey. John t It S. gith
bet Hush. & Bockmano.
74.075 Hutottchison, V. A. It. 623 S.3
Hogan, Mr. J. t It ttth above
65.342 d. JAodnes
Houseman, W. C. r It O'Brien
7
8.20 Hayman, C. C. 1 lt1 W Jack-
4.07
5 17 flawn ybo ker't , J. H. I It nth &
Norton at. 
10.27 Hrilitey,F. L. & L. D. t It 313
Jarrett at. 
7.50 Jones, Casper for Martha C.
Jones t It 1107 S. 7th ....
8.10 Johnson, F. & Co. (Improved
on) 1 loth & Tenn. 
Joiner,' Mrs. M. E. 1 It 629
McKinley et. 
Johnson, L. W. 6 It Hush et...
Jenkins, J. R. t It Thurman
Add.n... .. . .....Tohnso  H.Amid










































fare, L. I'. r It O'Bhien Add VIP
1..eelkier. Mrs. Nancy I It Ash-
brook Ave. 3.38
.Kolb, J. T. t It Husband's &
Jarrett Add  8.49
19.78 lee, C. C. 4 he S. 7th. ettli
5.25 Montoe ft Goebel A-re... 39.25-
,3.10 Leonard, lira 0, A. 2 it 1421.
S. 3rd & 2ref & Tenn.  15.78
3.38 Leigh, Jas. W. I It 719 S. 11141
 14.61






















































































(Continued from Page Two.)
liendley, G. I It 1615 S. 4th
Loftin, Jas. i It 231 Clem. ist• •
Lax, Robert x It Clem at 
Lowe, Sam D. (N. R.) z It
1550 S. 6th st 
'Levy, Mrs. Matilda x It 1308
Jackson it. 
Levy, Mrs. Matilda t it 1308
Jackson '
Lewis, Henry x It 5th & Hush.
Largston, J. Y. i It M'ch'b'g
Little, Jag I It Sol/roils Add 
Larue, H. A. z It Little Add
.McMahan. Robt x It 1622 S.
6th 
McHenry, Mrs E. A. x It 1210
Tenn. 
McIntyre, Robt x It 17th' &
Jones 
McClure, R. F. / It 217 Jurett
M. 
McClure, H. I it 912 S. 'Oh et
McNeal, Torn x It Metzgers
Add 
McKinney, Chas t It Wood-
ward Ave. 
Co. I It
8th & Niarton •
Mattioon, Mrs. Ltreffe3 its 7th
&  
Mitchell, Mrs.,tatrie 2 Its 708
-710 S. 1"44. 
Mix, Harry t It dr Jotter
Milegf JOsti V. (A .A.) i it S.
0 bet Goo. It
*16, 
is
Mary S. a033 S 3rd
- S.  
..?datlock, F. M. .1•It xOth &
Hush. st 
Mills, Mary a I It 1303 'S 
8th st. 
Mike, Mike I It 1007 S. Itch st
Myrtt I It 712 S. nth st 
Mason, J. E. S. i It 1510 S 
Sixth it. 
Mathenry, W. R. & Wife, 1 It
422 Ashlsrook Ave 
Morgan, Cox (N. R.) 2 Its
Hus.hbands 
Meyers, Chas. t It Churchill
Add • 4.75
Mills, Geo. i It 9th & Bock...
& C,oppagh (N. R.) It
S. loth & Bbckman  24.04
Miles, J. E. (N. R.) I It Eliza-
beth it 
?Adler, Geo. A. 1 It Thurman
Add 
Mance/s, Lewis I It M'ch'b'g..
Miller. T G. i It Goeble Ave.
Nfulkn, Joe 1 It Guthrie Ave
Manley, W. H. Telly Add ..
Moore, A. M. t it O'Brien
Add 
Neighbors, Mrs. Geo I It 8a3
S. 70 st. 
Nabb.,J. W. i It Guthrie Ave.
Nofen, W. J. t It O'Brien Add
Ortman, Chas 1 It 13th & 0.
Petter, Justus 2 Its 633 Eliza-
beth it. 
Fetter. L. J. 3 Its 2005 Broad
-5th & Eliz. & Bridge. .80.96
Priee, Ben H. I It tis3 S. 4th
Price Ben H. Adm for Bryant
CM I It 1290 S. 8th 
Porter, C. R. a Its Little Add
Prue-s, Mrs. W. C. t It 613
Ohio st 
Putman, J. L i It 7th & Jose;
St. 
Powell, E. G. I It Willie st...
rope Wm. t It Thurman Add.
Pryor, W. L. (N. R.) I It 4th
nr Hus•band 
Pierson, Ed t .1t
Paducah Textile Co. i It
Yeaser A.  43.34'
Pitman, Mrs. Belle t It toto
Jones st......  6.13
Ferry, F. W. t It 1628 Tenn st 8.90
Price. S. J. t It O'Brien Add  3.24
Phillips. Dr. T. L. (N. R.)
Its O'Brien •Add.  4-20
Quarks, W. H. t it Clem  8.41
Quarks, J. M. (N. R.) 32 ac
rtr Old Fair Grounds 
Quarks, J. K. (N. R.) for 1904
33 at nr Old Fair Grounds. 46.78
Quinn, Hosea x It 6th & Nor. 4.75
Quinn, Hosea for 1904 i It 6th
& Norton  6.98
6 E ..Bdc...rs.,,k/3
Rudolph, Celand I It Little
Add  6.25
Ranamage, Js est x It 1013 S 
3rd it 
Radford. Geo. A. i It 524 Ilays
Ave  7.45
Russell, Alex t It 1628 Jones at
Rieleardson, Geo. 2 its 1013 S 
gth st  9.10
Rose, Jas & wife t It 9th &
Bockmon  6.35
Ruark. Wm. 1 It O'Brien Add 5.32
Rigksberger, J. W Adm. for
est 3 Its S. 3n1 at.  212.93
Rutledge, Win i It Thurman
Add  3-38
Rickman, W. C. Jr. i It Bridge
it. 3•93
St. John, Wm. x It 1330
Guthrie' Ave  7.72
Schroeder, Mary C. r It 1631
Goebel Ave.  8.83
Smith, Jas L. r It Willie at  6.35
Sullivan, E. Z. i It $17 May-
field Road   10•48
Schofield, A. V. I It 11th & 0. 15.99
Sucideth, W. J. r It 625 S. 9th 10.48
Sayer, Johanna 1 It Sowell
Add  6.96
Shores, John R. i It 5th &
Ohio at... 5.65
Schulte, Geo. W. r It Worton
S. S. Add 
..isont4 
15.72
Shemwell, L. B. t k Clem. st. 9. TO
Snyder, Heirs i It Meyers st
•kott, Frank, A. for wife 65 ac
tw Bagtvell 5th 'NO  12•53
Scott, Mrs. Mary z It 926 Nor-














Seasoast M'el Co. 630 ft on
Myers it 
Stallings, J. W. 1 12 Sowell
Add 
Smith, Thomas I It Clem. at 
Sutherland, Robert t It 825
Mayfield /toad 
Story, Rufus 1 It Bridge it 
Starrett, J. W. 1 It Hay. Ave
Streader, Ida M. x It ath & 
0.ne9.10 Shaw, Catheri It Jones b t
7th & 8th a 
Smith, W. R. 2 Its O'Brien
Add 
Smith, E. C. t It 6t8 S. 6th..
Smith, C. W. x It S. 3rd st..
Spore, J. M. t It Gilson Add
Sayer., Kate i It Clibl'n Acid.
Stegali & Potts i It Rush. it.
Smith, F.. B. I It Thur'n Ada..
Sialc, Fred t It O'Brien Add...
Troutman, J. E. It 1335 S.8thst
Thomason, J. R. t It Tenn. st
Troutman, pr. J. S. or Mattie
-- Walker Zit, I It Brolfd bet
5th & 6th. .... . .
Thom itpdiau Jblin Q. It 707j nes s
3.24 Ttaisor Chas 1 It 1213 S. 6th
Thomas, J. H. (N. R.) t It
3.38 1235 S. 3rd it 
Trice, Robt. I It 4th above
NOttan- - -
Thompson, Chas i It Clan. st.
Turner, F. M. 1 It S. 8th 
Taylor, Caroline B. i k Thur-
Add '
ton, Nellie z It Guthrie
Av . .. ...; 
Umbrae); Geo, for Wife 2 Its
7th bet Tears & Jones elt 916
3.38
• .
Walker, J. S. I It 2126 Yeiser
Ave. 
Wallace, 3. W. for wile x It826 
S.
Willson, Mn. Ida 3 Its 211-15-7.51
ip Short at. 
• 3 38 Wilson, M. G. by R. G. Wil-
son : It 265 Clem. S•44
13.8) White. Mrs. Sophia t It 127
4 75 Clements 
2 69 WhitMer, S. D. 1 It lap 13th
I





Withers, J. P. I It 323 Jarrett
7.04 ,e. 
ro3.. 418 it0 I Wa:ka' Add. 
Finley It Eula st.....
13.02 ‘Vade, J. M. It Eula st.....
JAlan H. It Metz-
Wallace, Owen i It lute Jack-
/0.48 1a.'10ileitli stx, Clint (N. R.) I It
o• Monroe at. 
7.51 Williams, Thos. (N. R.) 1
Clements st. 
Williams.. W. W. (N. R) i It
Bockman it. 
Wallace, B. C. t It Hush.....
10.48 Wilkins, T. B. z It Sowell Add
4.07 NViliiante, Walter I It S. 4th st
4.07 Weakeie Amanda u It Chem-
bun Add. 
6.13 Watson, Mrs. Mary 1 It Clem.
4.07 at  8.83
Wiloon, E. r It °Brien Add  • 2.69
Wilson, Mrs. Annie r It Yeiser
Ave.... ...
Yopp, M. C. 2 Its O'Brien Add 3.38
Yarbro, Mrs. M. A. I It 1931
Broad  22.67
Yarbrah, Henry t It Poshchaft .
Ave 5.65
Veten, W. H. t It 1012 jonegf,
8•41
46.10 4-07
Grief, John for wife x It 6th Sr
158.71 Jackson 
Grief, Mrs. I14 A, 31/2 Sc 111'
Joins Arts 
Henson, Ed for 'wife 2 Its 13th
be Burnett &
Hedges, J. W. z It S. 6th it
526 
Haybeck, Temple 2 Its Mchbg
Jones, TM. Heira i It 9th &
Jacksois 
Johnson, M. W. I it 4.4 Clark
Lyle, Ed B. 2 its Court bet
and & 3rd--Bway bet 25-26.
McfLinney, Mrs. Annie i It
Court at 
McAniany, Henry i It Wort.
Acid ..•. . • • • ........
M.' Orin x It S. 9tb.... ......
Miller, Mat 1/2 ac ar John Arts
Morgan, MI111. Mary F 3 Its
Court-S. 6th.-S. 7th 
Miller, Mrs. Alice I It W End
Meyers, Geo. z It Adams bet
220 & 3rd. 
Mahaffy, Chas t It 8th nr
Washington 
Martin, P. M. 4 Its Thurman
S. S. Add,. 
Newton, C. H. I It 13th &
Jackson 
Orm, L. G. z It yth bet Court
& Washington 
Owen, Jews I It 21st & Adams
Plunket, Mks. W. B. i It
Plunkett Hill 
Purdue, A. D. (N. R.) i It S.
6th it. 
Fetter, H. A. & L J. i It S.
4th it. 
Richardson, E.. B. i it 320
S. 3rd st... 
Robertson, T. W. I It S. 3rd it
Ralph, W. C. r It 13th & Jack
Suptiserland, M. I It To &
Clark 
Spence. Sarah 14 Its nit- R. R ,
Stanley 
Stockman, R. J. (N. IL) i7 Sc
or T. J Jones 
Singleton, Miss Lizzie 2 Us
Adams & Madigan & 8th..
Stanley, M. M. a Its 525 S 19th
Sutherland, E.. Z. Alice, 3 Its
Wheeler Ave.....
Teel, R. E. i k 9th bet Clark
& Adams 
Thornberry, C. 0. i It Monroe
bet r6th & 17th 
Van Cohn, J. L. 5 Its Rtown
Walters. W. B. for J. H. Burk-
holder 110 ac nr S. A.
Harkey ............
White, J B. for wife x It 319
S. 8th 
Worernan. W. L. 1 It 12th bet
Jackson dr Ohio 
Yopp, G. T. 2 Its O'Brien Add.
Zeigler, J. z It 11th & Jack 
Third District
Adams, Chas i It gth bet.
B'way & Court 
Boone, E. G. for S. I- Wood-
ward 9 Its 5th & Clark & S.
4th in Ravine 
Boone, E. G. or Mrs. A. E 
Johneon t It 4th &
Baird. Miss C. A. 1 It Faxon
Add 
Baker, J. E. & wife I It 2012
Jeff. it. 
Burnett, Mrs. M. I.. i It B'way
bet 13th & 14th 
Brown, G. H. for wife t It
1736 Jefferson 
Breckett Joe (N. R.) too ac
Chambue 
Bry•ant, J. W. 3 Its Fountain
Ave. 
Bennett, C. S. i It monrrie at
Babette, Jag C. 1 tt 24th &
WW2 y 
13arnett, W. W. I It B'way bet
bet ifith & i7th..... 
Baskette, T. C. 1 It 2315 B'way
Cobt), Mrs. M. S. i It 616
B'way  •
Coil-sties C. W. i It W B'way
Clark, Bransford for wife 'Iv
20th & Jefferson 
Cooper, W. Y. 5 It Block ..26
Cox, W. E. x It Block 56....
Clark, Pat. E. (N. R.) x It
Clay bet 13th & 14th 
Cartwrigt, J. S. i It Fountain
Park..... 
Deboe, R. E... t It 4o4 S. 8th
Duiguid, G. C. for wife x It
23rd & B'way 
Dicke, J. W. i It O'Brien Add
Enerlert, W. J. i It 726-728
Goebel Av. 
Evans, H. H I It Jeff bet 17th
& 18th 
Fickle, B. D. & S. H. Taylor
12 its S. 3r4 nr Bro..ad....
Grief, Mrs,. Gertta for heirs 1
It 12th bet Jeff & Monroe..
Grief, I.. A. M. 4115 S. 3rd-S.
4th-N lath.
Gilson. Ed 3 Its 9th & B'way
6th & Jeff-6th bet Jeff &
Monroe 
.Gardner, S J. (N. R.) 1 It and
bet B'way & Court 
Goodman, W. A. 12 Its Block
62. 
Green, W. S. 5 It, Hays Ave 
Grouse & Fisher t It S. 4th st 
Grouse, Adolph r It S. 4th 
Harrington, E. L. t It 1036
.Monroe 
Holton, L. P. 1 It B'way bet
13 & 12th 
Herch, Mrs. J. W (N. R.) tit
3008 Jefferson 
Ham H. D. I It W B'way 
Hook, Mrs. Bell 1141/2 ae Sr
Jrrn Potter 
Hart, 'Mary F. t It Wash-
ington Ave 
Hawkins, T. A. I It 13'way bet
21st & aand 
Rouser, B. H. i It West End
Jennings, H. W. a it Monroe
bet 16414 & 17th. 























































Upton T. L r It 8th & Norton
Vogt, Mrs. Mary I It 1217 S 
loth 
Vandevekle, S. i It 824 Bock 
Vallandingbarn, Jesse Its 7th
above Husbands 
Vandergen, A. J. 1 It Hays
Ave. 
Wacker, 3. i it 4233 ?dryers
Vs'arford, Joe t It Jones bet
lath 17111
Wilkins, C. E. I it 1295 Bock-
man it. 









Lizzie I it Eliz. st.....
Second District.
Anderson, 1. 0. i It 407 S. 4t11
Agnew, Lucille 1 It Coodt St.
Arnold, J. W. 3 Its O'Brien
Add 
Baker, Blake r It S. 9th bet
Clark dr Adams 
Brenner, Mrs. Mattie 2 Its S.
4th bet Clark & Adams
Bronson, Heirs 5 It to & Clark
& Kentuncky Ave 
Barnes, D. W. I It 426 3. 9th
it. 
Brazzleton, Mrs. Mary It S.
11th it 
Bottom, Jas. 7. It South Side
Brown, Daisy i It 28th dr
Adame .... • • • • .. 
Cartwright, F. E. 3 It Adams-
ro39-41 Court& Harrison 
Cunningham, J. C. 2 142 13th &
Clark 
Champion. J. W. i It Block 46
Duncan, L. B. 2 ft 906 Bron-
son Ave. & Rtown 
Dixon, Geo. W. I It erst &
Adams 
Ellis, Miss Com I It ag13
Jackson it. 
Eves', Tom J. It It Mill it..
Fisher, 0. W. 2 It S. 5th At
12th bet Finley & Burdett.
Finley, Torn t. It nth &
Clark 
Gregory, Illbert I it itit bet
Clark & Adams 
Gallagher, Mike 4 Its 6th ?Nab
-2nd & Clark-Trim. &
S. 31d 
Gallawber & Lane x It cith &
Trimble 
Greenhalgh, W. F.. for wife
it 10th & Br0•0011 Ave.....
dnberi. MTS. Elisabeth I It 520
S. 6th 






































$072 Jennings, H. E. ilt Harrison
bet zith & 12th....  7.52
Jones, Brent I It CYBrien Add 2.69
Keninedy Ernest z It W End
*.56 See, F. z It West End 
Lewis, Thos. F.. I It W. B'way
9.10 Lemon, Sidi It ti 8th it. 
Lafman, Powder Co. I It 15th
' & Coati  •
154:631 Langston, J. S. It Willie st. 
4.75
3.38
Lieber, Henry x It S. 5th nr 
15.84 Hospital 4-75
17.57 McFadden, Mrs. Zilpah 2 It 
Jeff bet 6th & 7th & B'way 153.10
39.42 McIntyre, DD. C. i It 13th &
Burnett 
McAdams, Geo. I




12.89 McCune, Bob I It Madoon bet
iyth & 18th g. tO T.10
Moss, T. E. 4 ac Holt  40.11
Moss, T. E.-Lyle 5 acY •94tn
Thompson Mill 15.78 5.45
Maxwell, Mrs. L. W. I It
5•44 B'way bet 7th & 8th  43.35
Murrell & Puckett i It N. 6th
16.82 bet Boyd- & 1ley  4.
Mitchell, Robt. i It 1225 Jeff  22.V8
4.18 Nelson, Mrs. Kate I It Madi-
son bet *6th & 17th 
8.83 NalfhtiM & Bloom. Trustees
Improvements S. 7th bet
17.57 Wway & Ky Ave  26.80
6,13 Parham, W. H. a It9 9th &
' Norton & nets & Norton 
10.26 Prirsa, Geo. M. 1 It 20th Jack 4-97
ting 
10,82 Add 
4.75 Ralsoisti.hfors. AstldhenatKit-Nnor 17364..4255
G. T. I It It O'Brien
Palymer, L. P. 2 Its O'Brien
Rock, John (N. R.)
Add • • 2.68
5.38
RoSss. ,6tfidh 
Mrs. ?S.monroe L. 1 It 1332 1
8.89  10 .27
Rose, H. A. 2 Its Elizabeth st 31.15
3.20 Roper, Albert x It A. Heights 3•38
Rush, Geo. I It Fourtain Park 4.75
2.27 Roger,, W. W. It Ky Ave  4-48
Richardson, R. B. 2 It O'Brien
Add  '2.69
Smith, J. T. t It 'Ewer 12th
dr 13th  29.56
Sanders, L D. 13 Its S. loth-
S 4th---Wash.-Leake Ave 94.27
Sanders, W. C. 8o ac nr T. E.
MOss.... 
Sanders, W. D. I It Fountain
Ave  4.97
Sanders, L. D & D. B. i It
1047 Ky. Ave  8.89
Sanders, Mrs. Kate D. i It
14th Monroe
Skelton, J. W. i It 219 N. 6th
Saulsberry, G. B. i It 1208
Monroe 
3.38 Schwab, M. 1 It Fountain Ave
25.64 & MO rPrOe 
Snyder, Geo. i It B-way bet
loth & 11th.....  
6.13 Simpson, Margaret 2 Its W. E 
Schrader, Margaret x It B. 9 
Stewart, Dst T 2 Its Mon-
58.19 .r0e. bet 16th & 17th 4! io.95
Smith, Girsaie 1 It O'Brien
3.1.32 Add.   0 2.69
Terrell, John B. x It Washing-
2.09 ton it  14.61
Thomas, T. L. I It W. End... 3 to
17.57 Warren, Char for children 2
B-way 22nd & 23rd  15.78
13.02 Whitesides. Dr. C. E.. 3 Its
Jones & S. toth  20.46
17.57 Wcxdfold, Mrs. A. 0. 3 Its
Bway-3rd st.  89.81
8.89 Walton, J. M 6 Its N. 7th-
Jeff-Lieberman Add  33.35
11.65 NValters, Hal I It Jeff st  24.26
6.13 ‘Vagorber, Wm. 31/2 ac N. 6th
- st. 
13.62 V. ittetnore, Edgar toll% ac or
T. W. Allen 
15.78 Whittemore, Edgar for Tom
2011 Lewis i It Plunkett
‘Vintfield, W. G. t it N. Toth
57.12 White. W. M I It W. End....
2.83 Wilson, Geo. L. i It City....
Fourth District.
31.15 Armstrong, D. J. i It 1130
4.07 Thimble  • 
4.07 Allison, J. A. I It 
Big Ten Imp. Co. t It Trimble
4.76 st. bet 15th & 16th. 
Berry, E. W. for children 'Its
2.96 8th & Caldwell 
41.64 Brown, Frank 1 Its 1242 Trim 
Breeders G. G. (B. B.) i It
21.43 N. i3th 
6.82 Ragby, J. S. x It 1722 Har 
Brantley, Galen 2 Its 110-12
19.11 Madison ........
Bass, Win 1 It Fountain Park
Bryant, J. (N. R.) t It N. loth
Betterson, Jass. r It Camp. st.
8.89 Brown Margaret i It N'. 8th
Brown, Emma i It Harrison
6.13 tiet toth & irth 
Bryant, W. T. c It 6th &
28•05 Yeleer 
Bower, M. E. u It 12th st 
Bauer, Mary E. I It Jack. st 
91•09 Boveders, Kitty I It Madison
lath & 17th 
43.55 Corbett, Mrs. R. H. t It 621
N. 6th 
7.86 Callahan, Con heirs 2 Its Trim
5.31 Collier, Dora. A. 1 Its Ikr-
3.38 Tifton bet 7th & 8th 
2.69 Collier, Tom (N. R.) 2 Its
Harrison 7th & 8th 
22.89 Coleman, IV J. for wife x It
itth & Monroe 
38.04 Cheek, T. F.. for wife t It
1223 Clay 
18.54 Conroy, J. T. i It Powell Add 
1.8.24 glark Harwood, 2 1116 W. Har-
risOn 
24.73 Cox, L. A. It Block 56 
Chandiet, Joe Mrs. (N. R.) i It
10.27 N. 13th at. 
Carnes, J. R. t It 4th & Mad.
Dow, J. S. for wife 5 Its
3.10 Trim -8t14 & Clark 
Disperiersx, Julian 2 Its
9.16 N. tzth 
7.52 I/rattle R. E. I It Thim. t6th







































































Davis, Ars, Emma 1...itits.,.t12
St. 
Dora, Rich I It 13th & Mad...
Faker, Lee i It. 8th & Har.
Ezell, Jas. 1 It 415 N. stis....
Ewell, Claude (N. R.) lIt 313
i N. 6th 
Eskridge, J. W. x It Rtown 
Echols, T. H. & Oliver I It 
Farrar I It W. Jeff 
Flournay, G. A. 7 Its W Eend
Afton Heights 
Fraser, Mrs. D. A. i It Tim it
Garvey, Mrs. India i It 925
N. 6 
Crouse, Ed I It 1637 Clay....
Greer, J. K. for wife 4 Its F.
1 Ave-12th O'Brien Add....
Holland, Sam x It 835 N. 7th
Hall, J. W. 2 Its 1243 Trim. &
Mburg. 
Hall, C. R. r It 5th & Harris.
foyer, Fred 2 Its 903-906
N 6th 
!foyer, Fred for wife I It iox8
Trim. 
Harrison, Caleb 55 ac Gra-
hamvilk 3 Its Hemp. Ave -
Hudson, Mrs. heirs x It mg
Monroe 
Hill, Mary E. i It Trim. st 
Hunt, M. E.. It Mad. 
Hill, Ed B. i It Clay 
Holbrook, M. B. i It Harrison
Halton, J. M. I It Benton R 
James, Leonard i It 416 N.
Johnson, W. F. i It Rtown 
James, W. K. I It Salem Ave 




, Win. Its N. 7th x, y e
Mrs. Fannie x It
Tiri
Kelly, MTS. H. B. r It Maple-
wood Terrace 
Lock, C W. I It Harrison. st.
Loftin, L. B. I It 123 clay....
Loftin, .1/41k. E. B. At Cora
Cheek i It 1237 Clay 
Lovelace, Frank for wife i It
920 Trimble 
Lukins, H. K. 2 Its 1717 Mad 
Leigh, C. Q. C. 2 Its 4114 k
Court & Monroe ...... .„.
Leigh, C. Q. C. a Its Monroe-
and bet B-way & Court 
McWilliams, Mrs. John i it
Harrison bet II & 12th 
McCreary, J. F. 1 Its Foun-
tain Ave
Moore, Mrs. Lizzie t It xost
N. tzth 
N. lath
Martin, J. R. (N. R.) 4 Its N.
loth Harrison & Flournoy
Markey, J. B. for wife I It 1240
N. 13th 
Milburn, J. D. x it 432 N. 17th
Magnor, J. W. 5 Its Thins:-
Burnett sts. Salem Ave. 
Mooney, W. A. i It 314 N 12th
Methane Mrs. Kate i It loth
dc Trimble 
M'arkey, John. It Madison
bet 17th & 18t1a. 
Millington, S. C. .(N. R.) 2 Its
Clay 
Miller, J. J. (N R.) t ItCairo.R
Mallard, Ed i It 8th at 
Mitchell, W. 1 It 5th bet Tenn.
& Jone, 
Mercer, T. F. 1 It 6th & Bur.
Pell, Mrs. Anna I It 4th &
Madison 
Porteour, Wm 2 Its Trim. it 
Portour, Wm. for J. D. Por-
teous 1 It Trim. it. 
Pierce, E. R. u It 1426 Trim.
Pierce, Ed for wife r It Camp-
bell et. 
Padgett, Barney 2 Its O'Brien
Add 
Poole, Arch (N. R.) aso ac nr
Frank Poe 
Reed, Jeff for wife t It loth
& Clay 
Roberts, N F. t It 1720 Harris.
Robertson, Minnie (N. E.) 15
ac nr Geo. Ratcliffe 
Roark, J. F. for wife I It Clay
bet 14th & r5th 
Roettenger, A. 16 Its Block 34
Rouse. Mrs. Carlo 1 It N. iath
Rudolph, Guy i It 24th & Court
Smith, Mrs. Lucy t It 16th &
.14Narris()n  P4flts
Smith, F. J. i It N 12th 
Smith, Mrs. Rachel t It 5o5
17th ,,. 
Sheppard, Jag M. (N. R.) I It
1155 N 13th 
Sabin,imb A. F. (N. B.) I It I113
Swift, T. P. r It 311 N. 4th 
Sweeney, Mrs. Maggie I It.
'Madison, bet 17th &
Seaton, G. B. for A. L Sexton
efts t6th & Harrison its 
Singleton, G. G. 365 ac. Bonds
Stanson 
Singleton, G. G. for wife 2 Its
305 N. 6th & Harrison Av 
Skelton, W. s It Rushing st
Sanders, W. D. It Fount 
Park 
Sowell, J. B. I It Rtown 
Stone, Mrs. 5. J. 1 It 923 N 7th
Schiffman, Fred I It Fax Add
Thomas, J. E. for wife 3 Its
1112 NI. 13th 
Thompson, Mrs. M. J. t It 303
Ma:ditto*. 
Virieent, Mrs. M. 1 It loth &
Burnett 
Vernegtre, Joe t It 7th & Clay
Ver.non, Mr. and Mrs Greb-
eastein 4 Us Clayeetith &
t2th 
Voght, Thot. &Son i Block 7 
Williams, 2.41rs. C. E. r It Ma-
plewood Terrace 
Wicks, Al e.t. 1 It 47) S. 4th
Wilkins, Geo. W. 1 It Rtown
Wikert, 1 it 312 N. lath
Welber., Jas. heirs I It Them.
;t..... • 
WhiteheadooW, J 1. It 172!
3.65 1 Madison - 
8.83 Williams, A. F. x It 422 N. 5th
14.61 :Watts, Mrs. A. x It 1129 N 4th
30.15 Whittlock, Mrs. M. I It 1018
Harrison 8.89
33.01 Whitlock, Miss Fannie I It 
3.10 Harrison bet oath dr nth..
6.41 Yancy, J. D. I It N. 13th 
4.75 Young, John i It 1626 Trim 
Young, J. J. 1 It 1204 Berneim
23.57 . Firtili District.
7.51 Alcock, Harris (N. R.) 24 ac
in H. Culp.... ........
8-83 A. Walt, E. 4o ac nr A. Bluett
9.78 Bowhind, W H 3 ac nr N. J 
Bowland  4.96
16.73 Iloaz, Josh (N. R.) 17 ac nr
9.93 H. Ballance 
Hank of Murray by F. H 
Overby 480 ac nr G. GTOVCS 19.56
I3ottoms, Jas. 3 Its Boone it. 6.09
31.15 Burton & Newton 113 ac nr
. T. W. Fulks.  14.42
17.37 thaarnan, A. J. & Rosa 2 Its 
Thurman Add. ...... • • ,
Cooper, J A. 19 ac. TIT Clarks
River
Coly, N. A. for wife 1 Its Tyler
Culp, Monroe (N. R.) 35 ac nr
nr H. Culp  4.41
74:9571 Cox, Mrs. E. B. (N. R.) 200 ac
or Dave Howard ...... 18.53
Dickey, W. N. 111 GC IW 
. band Road  24.26
Dupriest, Alvy 2 ac Trr Geo.
Miller  .4.97
Etter, T. J. 56 ac Dr Crelas Sta 9.10
English, est. i It 9th & Adams
Echals, John 3 ac nr 1,awtone4.03
Bluff.... ......   4-75
3804 Finley, J. M. 80 ac nr T. J.
• Reed  1 30.04,
35.45 soote, Arthur 4 ac Husb. R.
Falkner, Mary M. ZOO ac ITT
Hardie Riley  110.12




M. t28 ac nr W 
12.s5 E. Downing....  
Garbin, Elma It Benton R




















McClure, Mrs. Kate 40 ac nr
H. Sagent ...... .... .... 6.82
Miller, G. W. 12 ac nr L. Oye 11.85
Miller, Albert 2 Its Tyler.... 4.55
Meadows, Geo. 1 It Hush R. 6.35
20.12 
Muldrow, Sim so ac nr Clarks
River .... ...... .... .... 16.47
Martin, Dr. W. W. 8o ac or B.
H. Pryor  13.02
Milliken, Amos 6 Its O'Brien
5-44
Ad4. ...... ...• 6.13
13.02 
Neirden, M. S. fer wife 190 3C
. . ... .. .  
nrP35E. Jarboe I 4.4
4'75 Po.., W. F. 58 ac nr Mrs.





..ac..nr.. . .Hardie 
Riley 
7'511 Picklemata, Jacob 4 ac nr B.
Hovecamp.... .... ........
atina, Billie so ac nr G. C.
411:027 .... 4892 0 Roark, iley,l-I  Powersv   I:10a 
D.
n19. B. . (.5:1 . . aicii 75. . ail. c: . 0.3r:
15.78 Smith, G. H. for E. McClure
8'35 Radford, J. W. r5 ac Hush I:
n Smith, W. J. 25 ac tic W. E.
Smith, est. by G. H. Smith 2
8o ac ni. }as. Weisner 
ac nr Oaks Station 
Hu-band Road  '
8.35
3-38
 .Downing . 5.65
4•75 
Sheppard, W. L 25 ac Pr Dave
Howard  7.72
Sheppard, Mrs. J. W. 20 ac nr
Dave Howard.. ......   4.41
Smith, Mr Walter ( N. R. 21
ac or M. Culp  6.35
Thornton, Thomas x It Tyler 7.03
7.47 Troutman, J. W. 21/2 ac nr
Robt Fisher.... ......   It. 79 ,
3.38
Wood, R. R. 15o at nr J. B.
Watson . .  24.26
7.52 Wood, Clifford (N. R. 5o ac nr
R. R. Wood  8.83
7-51 
Wood, V. L. 90 •C tlit Oaks R 9.10
Watson, J. R. for wife 30 ac nr
R. R. Wood 
7.51 Watson, J. B. 65 at ar L. Y.
Craig 
Wallace, N. C. 57 at nr M. J.
Bow land.  ......  
Waisrrer, J. II. 20 ac nr W 
Smith 








4.75 Robb, W. B. 65 ac or W. Hall 6.13
...o3 
Bass, C. 12 ac nr C. C. Riley 4.94
o6.82 Burns, heirs 15 ac nr Jai Burns 2.69
4.21 Briggs, Mrs. M. R. 6 ac nr 
4.
Temp , 5 54ple
Billirrrefgti on, Fannie 20 at nr A.G
Berger, Ed 70 ac or J. Rust 8.84
Buchanan, S. F. 3 Br O'Brien
Add 4.06
13.02 Buchanan, J  L. 3 Its O'B.rien-
4.06
Farairstler Bros. 1 It O'Brien
Add.  2.4,9
463:
039i TIB ererAAgliedr. : .. C.J...0..,h1..11...1 t..  : 6a0'
Berger, Chris x It O'Brien






King, E. D. 23 ac rw J. E.
Jones   jotS
Lesdacker, John 35 ac nr Hus-
bands Roads  7.03
Leidacker, John 35 ac nr Hus-
bands Board... ...... 12.39
Lagore, E. G. 13 ac nr. Will
Cla urkM Ire. 
Oaks road 29•52
  5.79
W. A. 280 ac
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Dragging Down Dmocracy.
'The News-Democrat 'was very con-
fident a few day ago that the vote of
*is city would be for the constitu-
:tsonal amendment. The great mistake
*et the editor of that discredited
ficolitical sheet makes is in taking him
-
'tell too seriously and thinking 
him-
jell to be the wise man and other
f Aeople fools, when it is jut the re-
Ilerse.• The constitutional amend-
s:pent received lees than 300 votes in
Paducah with over 1 200 votes cast
against it or was defeated by avote of
to I. The prediction of the News-
Democrat was on a par with "those
given out by that great 
political
prophet, National Committeeman
Woodson, early 'la it November, when
• he gave out an "authorized" inter-
view that New YorkPand. West Vir-
ginia were sure to go for Parker, and
to "kees your eye on Ohio. Indiana
and 14/intots." Urey only missed it
about t000.000 votes, as Mr. Roose-
velt's plurality in those ,states was
about 910.000.
Not only did Paducah repudiate the
amendment, bat all over the state the
infernal scheme of a few grafters and
'machine men was buried so deep that
it can never be resurrected.
The next wsove On the program.
and especially in the democratic par-
ty, is to kick out of places of trust
and honor the horde ef bole grafters
that bang Eke a millstone about ite
neck. Ever since they sneaked into
thooe places they have trafficked, Irice
the entcast, with an and all who
woold put money into their coffers.
rncy would sell out the party any
(ley it was to their interest to do so,
and a large member of democrats be-
lieve that they have good grounds for
thinking the party has been sold out
in several localities already.
When the' News-Democrat came
into existeoce it howled and bellowed
about it, democracy and yet some of
• its chief stockholders were McKinley
democrats. In a few months the dem-
• ocrats cr; Paducah had taken the foll
measure of the brilliant exxponent of
derisoeracy from liveensboro, became
filled with ceisgust,Inind drifted to the
okher side. Almoet every cause es-
poised by that dux/edited sheet went
dawn irs defept, and as a corporation
organ it 114 created more hostility
to those interests than would other-
wise exist, and if the democratic par-
ty could get rid of the support of that•
sheet, it might be able to recover
much lost ground in this city
Its espousal of Joe Blackburn
brought on a spirit of apathy among
the Blackburn Men in Paducah, and
no interest whatever was taken in the
old gentleman's race. In fact, we
have it from a very reliable wearer,
that the gentlernan elected to repre-
sent McCracken county would more
than likely have been for Blackburn,
but for the News-Democrat and its
chief owner.
In Owenenoro and Paducah where
`National Committeeman they Wood-
Son is berl known the republicans
bane made a clean sweep, and if
Woodson has the interest of the dem-
ocratic party at heart, that 'he prateS
po much abbout he should at once re-
sign and let a representative man take
the plaice. Intelligent and substantial
democrats will not give support to
mica in whom they have no confi-
dence,. If successof the democratic
party means the success of pigmies,
and enables them to strut rerouted 'W-
and the only way to get rid of the
tels ahli hiertineme to toot their finrn,
barnacle, is to defeat the party, then
it will *only be defeated. This is the
slay of men--not cheap-skates.
ti.r44•"-4eitiidedlai -
The visit Of. Peirke Loeis Of Bat-
tenburg to this country is another
evidence of the smooth diplomacy and
consummate statecraft of the present
British sovereign. The foreign rela-
tions of Great Brfita'n have immense-
ly improved since Edward VII be-
came king. The era of "splendid iso-
lation" has passed away, and the Jap-
anese alliance and Fnench entente
make the British position a very
strong one in respect be world poli-
tics. There is no bhaster of vainglory
about King Edward, but there have
been marked results with indication of
a shrewd brain and deft hand behind
them since he became king. His 11-IX'S
'age of friendship and good feeling
for the United 'States, delivered by
Prince Louis, will be duly appreciated
and reciprocated ia this country.
The defeated fusionists of Louis-
ville announce that it will contest
the election in that city on Tuesday.
Their first step will be a bill in equity,
whet, will be filed the coming week,
to declare the election void. The
Louisville Post in announcing the de-
cision of the fusionists of its city
alys there is a tremeudous public
sentimeot behind the move to contest
and that aM the money necessary to
defray. the expenses will tie readily
forthcoming.. It 060 says that the
contest wilt take the precedence in
the courts and that it should be over
in two months.
It is not worth while for any of
the big insurance companies o so-
licit any set of men to investigate
them. 'The peopbe are going to be
satisfied only with such work as the
New York .legislative committee is
now doing. Nothing that looks like
a whitewashing job or "dollar-a-line"
stuff will satisfy the buyers of high
priced policies.
Nbore stories of horrors are 'coming
from Russia. When the murderers of
that Country get at each other and
a few are good and dead then, per-
haps, peace may come to that down-
trodden and fiendishly ruled land.
It would seem from ths reports
from Memphis that the Bluff City has
been redeemed as was some other
places last Tuesday. sin the Tennes-
see town yesterday tle machine got
it in thc neck..
'Philadelphia didn't arrest her elec-
tion repeaters and other rascals as a
blind. They are to be prosecuted and
punished if the law fits their cases.
The number is sufficient to fill a
small penitentiary.
New York's mayoralty contest
promises to prove a waste of time and
good intentions. The machinery there
is in the hands of the ballot boxes.
Our own Lou.sville seems the Only
place in the land where the machine,
the boss and the corrupt voter had
his way last Tuesday.
— • ••
Woodson and His Gang.
(Owensboro Inquirer.)
If the Democrats of Owensboro are
capable of learning anything, and
they surely are, they have learned by
this time *at the Wookon-Ellis-
Finn regime is ruinous. "They have
been following the leadership of that
trio and their satelites long enough
Ito know that it means certain defeat.
They have prostituted the patlir to
their selfish ends, and although de-
feated tinte after time. they keep'it
up, and get worse each time. They
have organized the committee so that
whatever they want will be done.
They procured the holding of the af-
fidavit primary for the purpose of
defeating a candidate for tkie legisla-
ture who was known to oppose their
Blackburn, when the majority of the
intention of tenning a vote to
Democrats of the city were not for
him. They tarried on a campaign of
slander and abuse and proscription
on the stump and theough the col-
of their organ, and in every
other way went thole the fight as
though they were determined to lose
it.
It was not, of coarse, their purpose
to lose the fight, but they know so
little about the people of Owensboro
as to think that they can be driven
like cattle. If the Dentecratic party
of the city is ever to win another
victory this gang hats got to be dis-
carded. The organization has got to
be made tip for no other purpose than
to menage the party affairs honestly.
The chairman of the committee is not
to use the machinery in his hands piles
for the nomination of any candidate 
of brick with city teams. The
or the defeat of any candidate. 
i ceurreihnan brotrgth this up Wednes-I-Ion-
esty and- fairreas must take the place 
,day night, and vthen the aldermen
of bulldozing and chicanery, and .feaehed it kiet 
night the inspector had
every Democrat must he given a fair 'a stat'etnent before them, *bo
wing he
,harl bought the brick from contractors
chance both in the casting of his vote on Third street, paid the city teatne
and in his aspirations if he have arv
Gang politics iei Owens!horo is a for heeling the ma
terial to his, El-
thing of the pait with the Democrats Fioit'‘ 
house, and 'wee not guilty of
of Owensboro;:rthougit the gent.* is anything irregular. lie claimed' Ag-
going to ' be if ghty hard to cherise ski, had it in for hilt and wanted.
off. Yok put bins in a wrong and grievions
TO REMOVE
FRECKLES AND PIMPLES







(Formerly advertised and sold as
SATINOLA.
No change in formula or package;
The name has only been changed to
&Ardis] confusion, as we cannot afford
to have so valuable preparation con-
fused with any other.) NADINOLA
is guaranteed, and money well be re-
funded in every case where it fails to
remove freckles, pimples, liver-spots,
collar diseolorations, black-heads, dis-
figuring eruptions, etc. The worst
cases in zo days. Leaves the skin
clear, soft, healthy, and restores the
beauty of youth.
Price 50 cts and ;eon Sold it
each city by MI leading druggists, or
by mail.
Prepared only by.
ATIONAL TOILET CO., Paris, Thu.
Sold in Paducah by all leading
eruggists.
THE UPPER BOARD
(Continued from First Page.)
47 due from white property owners
and $75t.46 due from colored peopfe.
Final adoption. was given the oreF-
ranee compelling everybody erecting
buildings within the city's sanitary
sewerage district to connect the steer
tunes with the !lower& The district is
from Trimble to 'once, and Ninth to
the river.
First passage was given the ordi-
nance providing that Hayes avenue
be graded and graveled from Sonvell
to Bridge streets.
First passage wise given the bill pro
riding for eimilser• work on Sowell
from Aged:wools to Hayes avenue. ,
The water works company was or-
dered to extend its Mai cm Jeffer-
son from Fourteenth to Sixteenth/
and on Fifteenth from Jeflessont.Iti
Clay, the supply pipes not running
underneath those thoroughfares at
present.
The October monthly reperta Of
Chief of Police Jame, Collins, Chief
Prints Wood, of the fire department,
and City Electrician Grosdorf, were
filed. The latter reported that' the
electrical apparatus brought here and
used by many theatrical troupes at
the opera house was in bad condition
and endangered setting the building
afire. He we, ordered not to let any
troupe perform wit re they had de-
fective electrical outfits. •
Nichol* & DeBoe were granted a
licenae to open a saloon at Ninth arid
Boyd street&
A. Sidney TerrelYs saloon and jug
liquor license was trarssferred from
121 North Fifth street to 417 Jeffer-
son .
To the city auditor for correction
was referred -the claims of Nellie
Gardner, M. F. Emery, 'Pat Lallyeand
J. F. Kolb, that they had been corn-
to pay erroneous tax assese-
meas. The complaint of J. L. Pot-
ter was referred to the board of su-
pervisors, he stating he was assessed
for a /tense on his Clay street lot,
when no building stood there.
Otie Overstreet was refunded $ 20 -
84 too much license paid into the
city treasury, and Barry & Henneber
ger refunded $27.50 excess license
collected from them by the city.
T. G. Miller lives in Littleville, just
outside the city limits, but claims his
property is erroneously taxed for city
purposes. He asked for relief and
City Engineer Washington was el-
strucbed to survey out Oilers and as-
certain just exactly where the munic-
ipal corporate limits ran, and if Mil-
ler's property ia outside he will not
have to pay the city tax.
The board ratified the sale by Jas.
E. Ferguson of his Oak Grove came-
teiy lot to Mrs. M. E Goodanan.
They also confirmed the transfer .by
Ida Bowfand of one-half of her cernn
etery kat to 0. E. Houser.
There was referred to the finance
committee the question of Street In-
spector Alonzo Elliott having hauled
by public teams bricks to his private
property. Councilman Agnew in the
kroner board brought up the matter,
stating the inspector was having haul
e-d to his lot on South Fifth street,
School Shoe
They are the Kind that
wear Well and Always
Look Nest And Dressy.
IIIIMIIMINIE111.1.11102illn:rj..-ZISIgge.7";,7=ge7„21161WM211011111112111.011111110111
▪ - OUR PRICES ARE ALWAYS REASONABLE -
Lendler & Lydon
309 BROADWAY







And their Big Company in
Around the Town
The Latest Musical Satire of New ,
York Life.
Prices: 25, 35, so, 75 and Si.00.
Seats on sale Tuesday at 9 a. m.
light. The statement of the inspec-
tor and Agnew's comperint were both
referred to the committee.
Street Ir. peetor Ellertt was ordered
• nepair a bad and dangerous bole
in Goebel avenue.
There was brought up the petitions,-
oi the labor unions of the city asking
that the municipal electric lighting
plant he enlarged so that residences
and business houses could be furnish
ed light, The petitions are signed by
about 1,000 grittiness, professional and
working men. The &contents and
question were referred to the board
of public works for the matter to be
looked into.
It was ordered that a plank walk be
built from the Isfechanieshing 'school
building to Bridge street •-•
dren could walk on same lint !
thoroughfare is gravekd. It is very
muddy there during the winter.
President Davie info, used the board
that Lawyer Hal Corbett would.to-
ay decide what date he wanted the
legislative board called together in
special session for the purpose of re-
suming the impeachment, charges to
he instituted again against City Jailer
Thomas Evitts for assaulting Patrol-
man Samuel Beadles, Mr. learbett
represents Beadle', who is prosecut-
ing Evitte.
Onomotion, the board adjourn▪ ed.
MATTHEWS CAUGHT.
Detective Baker Returned from Cairo
with Him Yesterday.
Last evening at 8 o'clock Detective
William Baker returned from Cairo
where he went and brought back bete
Herman Matthews, cohered, who is
wanted on the charge of cutting Cliff
Bidwell, colored, last year down l
about Sinth and Boyd streets during!
a fight.
Matthews escaped and several days
ago was caught in Cairo for whipping
a woman. The detective' learned he
was there and went down after him.
He will be tried this morning in.the
police court.
Chrysentherroun Show.
Brunson, the florists, will give their
annual chrysanthemum ohow Thurs-
day, Friday and Saturday of this
weell at their city store underneath
the Palmer. Everybody invited.
Hinkleville Road Land. -
Thirty acres, one mile from the
city limits, $15o per acre. 18 acres
1/2 miles from the city linden sin
per Acre, one-third cash, balance I
and 2 years. All with plenty of
ihade trees. AbsolutePy safe and very
profitable for investment, and fine
place for country homes. The car
line to the new cemetery will prob-
ably peso this land and when it d'oes
a lot will be worth as much as an
acre 'novn and thus give the investor
five dollars for one invested.
Whittemore Real' Estate Agency,
Fraternity building, Both phonies 935.
Or. Lillard D. Sanders has remov-
ed his office from the Trueheart
building to his residence, 318 South
Sixth' street, opposite court house
The new lord mayor of London















Our Sheet M °sic Sole
Continues Until November 11th.
YOU CERTAINLY MISS THE CHANCE 07 THE 
YEAR TO
BUY THE LATE SONGS AND INSTRUMEN
TAL HITS AT BAR-
GAIN MIKES UNLESS YOU COME TO US THIS 
NEXT WEEK
ALL THE LATE COPYRIGHT NOVELS AT CUT PR
ICES.
FINE STATIONERY BY THE BOX OR POUND AT CUT
PRICES
OUR MAGAZINE CLUB IS GROWING. GET IN ON THE





The Very Best Flour That Money
Can Buy.
• the Buffet 4,
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
01 C. Gray, proprietor'
FINE OLD WINDS AND WHISKIES
Everything seasonable in the eatable line served to order. A
fine noonday lunch for 25 cents.
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insuraace

























Largest Stock Lowest Prices Satisfaction Guaranteed
Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers
The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Go.
BOTH PHONES 72 SALES ROOMS 114-116-207-213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
Rublen 610VeS ABOUT PEOPLE











!_The -local I. C. official,. have ree
ceived wised that some day between
the '18th and 22nd instant there will
'Sre here the special train on whichthe disneion superintendents,
roadmastets Mid others making their
annual inspection over the entire di-
vision.
—Several people reported to the
police yesterday that the night be-
fore thieves stole their washing of
clothing left out to dry.
—Mr. R. Y. Aycock expects to get
started neot week the factory he
starts to 'manufacture hosiery. Ile
will occupy the second floor of the
Barksdale grocery building, at Fifth
and Jones, have fifteen machines and
thenty-ftve men.
—Mt. John Craig's son, Stewart,
is -suffering from a painfully burned
foot caueed by placing same against
a red hot stove at their home on
South Fourth street.
—At 2 o'clock Sunday afternoon
the Central Labor body meets at its
hall to perfect arrangements for next
Wednesday's big demonstration.
—Lieattenant Frank Harlaa, of the
polios force, yesterday morning re-
ceiv4i a long distiace telephone tiles-
satfek *eking that the -officers here
keep- i lookout for thieves who the
night before stole six barges loaded
with corn, and moored at New T.ib-
erty, which is across the Ohio river
from Smithland.
—Mr George C. Thompson is nww-
ing his family into one of Ed P.
Noble's new houses afros/ from the
railroad hospital on West Broadway.
Mr. Thonspeon will reside there un-
tilAhere is rebuilt his home that was
partially destroyed by fire some
atigitts ago.
—The weather yesterday was cool-
er than for several days and some-
-What windy. There were slight indi-
• cations early last night of rain or
snow, but before midnight the skies
were clear and the atmosphere quite
frigid. The night was the coldest of
the season and a frost or a freeze
Wes prenoised for this morning.
s—P. A. McShane was arrested last
night on the charge of being drunk
land disorderly. He was taken charge
IV by Officers Hurley and Singery.
' —Word reaching here yesterday
Item Louisville slated that the day




cal`troalie wents4to pieces at that n
ity, and the caste left for their
onses in different portions of the
untry.
1 —Ile Winning Girl troupe yes-
's-May left for Oirensbom at 7:40
O'clock in the morning. Two nf the
alctore {tot in a scrap at the depot,
*tit their traino left before the police
'ootild findstrat•tethich among the num
ter wers the ones fighting.
Laundry House Entered.
lEtaherillay morning Me. James E.
WPItelrn. of North Fifth near Jeffer-
son street, dilcovered that the night
fore fhleves'irittt forced an entrance
a window of the family laun-
Ionise standing in the Tear yard
ehind the main raaideece The cut-
tits stole many pieces of wearing
ilpparel antl gat away without leaving
anything that wonld establish the
fp entity of the burglar.
..,.. Chrysanthemum Show.
Brunaon, the florists will give their
tt Palmer. Eteryltady invited.
nital chrysanthemum stow Times-
y, Friday and Saturday of this
ele, at their citY store underneath
• 
too Acror at Mo.
About one mile from the veal
known "Pines." High, dry, healthy.
could be cut tip at great profit for,.
4Coentry homes. Between, the Wallace
"ark and Hinkkvilk road, and "The
"'ties." $4,500 cash, bahnee one md
taw years.
.:Wilgittemore Real Estate Agency,
p•Afilfrifr..httiIsling. Roth phonel g3t.
s
Mr. Charles T. Trueheart returned
yesterday to his home in I,oisoisville.
'Mts. George Reister, of Salem,
Ind., yesterday returned home after
visiting her son, 11111-3. 0. C. Davis.
Mr. L. P. Holland yesterday went
to Ashland City, Tenn., on business.
Mr. George Bauer has returned
born Louisville, Ky., and Akron, 0.
• Editor Luis Brownlow has return-
ed from Springfield, Mo., where he
has been for his health.
Mrs. Samuel T. Spaulding and
daughter, Cordelia, of Lebanon, Ky.,
are visiting Mrs. W. J. Humphreys,
of Harrison, near Seventh street.
Commodore Given Fowler is so-
journing a few days in Cairo.
34% Winos Scott. has returned
iron, a drumenitag trip to Missouri.
Deputy U. S. Marshal George
Saunders returned yesterday from
DaVellen.
Mr. Richard Morgan is here from
Louisville. Years ago he was super-
intentent of the Louisvet-Niemphis
division for the C. 0. & S. W. that
so . C.
Conductor John W. Whedon, of
Louisville, is at the Palmer.
Mr. Pat Laden is here from Chi-
cago. He is assistant chief engineer
for the Illinois Central system
M. Virgil Sherrill yesterday re-
turned from a trip to Union City,
Tenn.
Mr. William Bryant returned yes-
terday from a drumming trip through
Mississippi for the furniture factory.
Ass Mhyme Taylor. of Henderson,
returned borne yesterday after visit-
ing here.
Misses Elizabeth and Eva Caldwell,
of atchitoches, La., went to Owens-
limo yesterday after visiting their
/Our firlit Delia Caldwelk
tfie Iffsey is is Dyersburg,
Tenn._ visiting the Misses Walker,
formerly of this city. 0
W. C. T. V. •
Session Hdd at Mat Baotiat Clutch
Yesterday.
•
BIRTHDAY AFFAIR POPULAR WANTS
Lost— Small . brown rat terrier;CITY JAILER AND MRS. EVITTS siniooth coat, sharp ears; calledENTERTAINED THEIR Broweie. Return to Paducah Brew-FRIENDS. cry Co. and get reward.
Charity Club Elected Officers and Re-
organized for Winter—News
From Social Calendar.
City Jailer Thomas Evitts and wife
yesterday at noon entertained about
twenty friends with a sumptuous din-
ner at their fine home in. Arcadia,
and a delightful gathering was had.
It was complietientary to the anniver-
sary of Mrs. •Evitts' birth.
Missionary Tea.
This lefts-motif' the Grace church
ladies will hold their missionary tea
at the tie parish -house_ It will be a
"tagot ti affair, awhile the fagots
burning 2re in the grate the ladies
'
t
will regale each other with deeds of
missionuries in foreign fields, and the
,ravages made in their ranks by can'
1 FOR RENT—Three unfurnishedrooms for light housekeeping, at 438
South Sixth.
For Rent—Store house now occu-
pied by Jones Installment company,
Nos. 121-123 North Fourth street. Ap-
ply to Thompson-Wilson Co.
The W. C. T. U, of Paducah, held
a regular meeting yesterday after-
nhon at 3 o'clock in the lecture room
ig4--the First Baptist churchAfter the miscellaneous business.which included the reports of some
important committees was finished.
Mrs. Anna Friant, superintendent of
the department of literature, took
charge of the exercises.
As this was the initial meeting of
this department Mes Friant intro-
duced the subject by an interesting
talk on the wide scope of the depart-
ment, the different classes into which
literature may be divided, and its
power for good or evil in molding
sentiment and in the development of
character.
Mks. Friant gave some examples
where good and lasting results .had
been effected throtigh a. generous dis-
trihotion of temperance literature.
This was followed by some startling
revelations in the opposite direction
and which were confirmed by other
members. These were of a character
that ***mid arouse every Christian
woman in Paducah and concern mat-
tera to which no other local organle
niers', is paying any attention. It ii
greatly to be feared the many who
are too busily engaged in other lined
of work to spend an hoer once a
week with the white ribbon women,
are attempting to trTake the outside
of the platter clean while their chil-
dren's souls are being fed with the
virus of the serpents coiled beneath
the lid.
Mks. Friant followed with a sketch
from Miss Heath's new book, "The
Red Telephone," which was like to
the point in regard to these import-
ant questions. She also read Ella
Higginson's powerful, story in Col-
lier's Weekly, "Let Him That Is
Without Sin Among You Cast the
First Stone" Owing to the lateness
of the hour a further discussion of the
subjects under consideration was
postponed until the next meeting on
Thursday afternoon, November 16. At
that time the discussion will include
the moral and religious problems in-
volved in Miss Higginson's story,
some unfinished business, and some
very important new business that will
be. presented.
A cordial invitation to all who love
their fellow men is extended.
-jr—
Lumber Buyers.
We• desire to notify the buying pub-
lic that Sunday maiming's fine wilt not
"inteefeee irk any nutmeg- with our Or-
desS which we cart ti constantly, on
accoAnt of the lat* stoefr we have
on hand
/147114ATANF4111.14 1 11.. CO.
Magazine Club.
The Magazine club held a most en-
tertaining and instructive sesion yes
teroay afternoon with Mrs. George
Langstaff. jr., of Kentucky avenue
near Seventh street, at which time
some excellent reports were rendered.
I TAKEN UP—Two bay mares have
1
been taken up by Jack Armstrong,
of the Blandville road. They are 15
hands hit* Owner call and get
I
them. .
Blue Points at Ragan's Cafe today,
cent each. Old 'phone 906-red.
 --
FQR SALE—On North Sixth and
I3oyd, one 4 and one 5 room house.
Inquire 1018 Trimble street.
Wianted—Experienced Clothing and
Shoe talesman. Apply at Chamblee
Bros.
LOST—Pearl rosary with silver
chains initials H. O'D. Return to
Pittsburg Coal company and be re-
,arded.
Marry Shortly. •
Announcement is made that No-
vember 28th there will be married at
St. Frances de Sales parsonage by
Rev. Fattier Jansen, Miso Haleue
Weitlauf and Mr E. Mason, both of
this city, the young lady being the.
daughter of Mr. A. W. Weitlauf, of
West Broadway, and tlie groom the
popalar rataclre of Chaanbls-e's estab-
lohmeat on Broadway at Fifth street.
Church Social.
A very large crowd was entertained
last evening at the Filet Baptist
church by the Ladies' Mite ciciety
which celebrated its twenty-thed an-
niversary with a mueicale and recep-
tion, at which time refreshments
were served and a free-ail! offehrig
taken op.
Meutt Musicale Club.
Last evetti the newly organized
Matinee Musicale dub held its first
meeting with Mrs. Bettie Buckner, of
Earlith and Jefferson ;trees, and a
delightful time was had.
Bridal Couple Expected.
Yesterday at Memphis, Tenn., Miss
Florence Lee McLeod, of Birming-
ham,. Ky.. arid Mr. Raleigh Deforee
Wilson, of this city, were united in
marriage and are expected here this
morning to take up their home. The
ceremony occurred in the presence
of friends at the home of Mrs. Mollie
Mote, a friend of the bride, who was
visiting there at the time.
The bride is a most beautiful young
lady and possessed of many attrac-
tions and acromplishments. She
comes of a prominent family cri"Birm
ingham. being the chartning daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. McLeod.
Mr. Wilson is one of the city's
most enterprising and reliable young
hu-iness men, and stands high in the
entice community. He is bookkeep-
er for the Baker, Eccles & Company
wholesale grocery establishment .of
Firot and Washington streets.
The many friends are eagerly
awaiting the arrival of the pair to ex-
tend them sincere wishes for their joy
and happiness.
Charity Club.
Yesterday morning at the meeting
of the Charity club with Miss Coolie
Grundy on Nurth,§eventh near Icf-
ferson street, the dies reorganized
for their winter work by electing the
old officers agiairt, they being Mrs.
William Minnich, president; Mrs.
John W. Scott, vice president; Miss
omit 'Grundy, secretary, and Mi..
Elizabeth Sinnoto preasitrer. The la-
dies decided to continue this year the
plan thee pursued last winter in look-
ing into each and every chairtabie
ca-se thorough my before gra nt i no as-
sistance. Active work starts Novem-
ber rstii, and the citizen's and munic-
ipal officials valiplei asked to contrib-
ute and help ;n afi work.
Chrysanthemum Show.
Brunson, the florists, will give their
annual chrosetithemaseis show Thurs-
day, Friday and Saturday ...Cf this
week, it theie city store underneath
the Palmer. Everybody invited.
I Secretary Taft is on his way
bottle front ilw Isthmus of Panama.
FOR SALE—Wagon, horse and
harness, all in good shape. Apply to
719 S. trth.





Fortunes have been made and can
easily be made today by buying Ar-
kansas rich river bottom lands, heav-
ily covered with timber, at aosominal
price, holding the land for a few years
and then selling the timber at twice
the .price the land and timber both
cost and then have the land cleared
and,all it for five times the original
purchase price and sometimes ten
times the cost. We have a proposis
tion of this kind in 1,60o acres o
[
f
I Ind in' Arkansos at only $3.50 per
acre. One-third cash, balance 1 and t
years, at 6 per cent. This land when
clew veil rent for $5.00 per acre per
year. Fall particularh en requeet.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE REAL
ESTATE AGENCY. -
Fraternity bu;lding. Both phones 835.
Galvanized Rubber Roofing war-
ranted for steep or fiat roof or over
o'sti ohingleo, requires no coating or
paint. Ford Manufacturing Co., Chi-
cago. G. R. Davis & Bro., local
agents.
5-A Horse Blankets are the best.







We have e'm to sell—you want
'em-5-A Plush Robes, $2.5o to $ro.
Powell-Rogers Co.
THE RIVERS
The tcamer Kentucky came out of
the Tennessee river this morning ear
ly and is now lying here until 5
o'clock tomorrow afternoon before
;kipping away on her return trip.
At 8 o'clock this morning there will
leave the steamer Dick Fowler for
Cairo. She Comes back tonight about
it 'o'clock. •
The Bob Dudley leaves Nashville
tomorrow and gets here Sunday.
The City of Saltillo is due up today
hound foe the Tennessee river from
St. Louis.
The Hera-y Harley comes in today
from Evansville arid gets out intme-
d•ately on her re-turn that way.
The Warrean heft yesterday for
Evansville and comes back again to-
morrow.
Yesterday morning the City of Sa-
vannah pawed out bound for St.
Louis front the Tennessee river. She
















,The W. Buttorff has arrived
fee:Ts St. Lodi, and yesterday went
to the Cumberland river. She bars




A Massive Production, a
Hailstrom of Merriment
,,A Cyclone ot Sensa-
tion
See the Village Church, the Great
Shipwreck Scene, the Fight to Death,
U
the Sea Coast in England, the Hole
of Micawber, th. Shp Turned 
-
side down, the Life-Saving Station.
A picked cast of capable perform-
ers. A novelty from start to finish
All special scenery carried.
You think you know
No one can tell.
Go and find out.
What Women Will Do
Prices: zo 35, so and 75c.





mas. Start an ac-
count today ard
Syringes
The kind that don't spring a
leak every time you use them.
They are made of new rubber
—rubber that has stretch in it








ARE THE 'ORIGINAL TONIC
CAPSULES."
THE ONES THAT HAVE MADE
SUCH A REPUTATION IN PA-







71 h Jackc.son Ste phone sna
watch it grow.




















IS A GENERAL TONIC,
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY 'SO PER.
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES.
-- Chrysanthemum Show.
Brunson, the florists, will give their
annual chrysanthemum show 'Flaws-
day, Frkiag marl, Saturday of this
week, at there city- store uoderneatle
the Palmer. Everybody invited.
NEVER GRIPES NOR SALI-
VATES. ALL DRUGGIST roc.
H. T. Hessig. M. D.
Residence.
Eighth and Jackson Streets.
Telephone 270.




TO BUY THE BEST WATCH
YOU CAN AFFORD. AT OUR
PRICES ANYBODY CAN AFFORD
A GOOD ONE
WE HAVE NO WATCHES AT
ANY PRICE THAT WE CAN'T









(Continued from Page 3.)
Rust.... .... .......
Clark, L. C. (N. R.) t5 Its nr
R. Page 
Coleman, Wm. 35 Its tir W 
H  
Courtney, W. S. (N. R.) 35 Its
nr T. 0. Rives 
Curd, Mrs. M. M. 40 Its nr
John Collier .... ••.•
Cunningham, W. J. Price  
Childress, Jim roo Its nr J. J 
Earnhart ......  
Clopton, J. D. i It O'Brien
Add 
Davidson, Will i ac nr Flor-
ence 'Station 
Davis, Mrs. Zura r It Labelle
Park 
Davis, John 8o ac nr Geo 
Wurth 
Dennis, Dave 2 ac nr Melber
Dunn, D. A. (N. R.) 2 ICS
OrBrien Add 
Dowdy, H. G. 2 Its O'Brien
Adel  3.37
Edwards, F. 300 ac nr Melber 15.22
Evans, Chas i It O'Brien, Add 2.69
Futrell, Wash 160 ac or John
Wtrrth   11.64
Fisher, R. C. 8 ac nr J. L 
Frazier .......... ..-. •
-Friatoe, G. E. 56 at nr W. N.
Simmons ..........
-.Fletcher, Doc. ro ac ar R. C.
Fisher 
Fagin, W. T. 1% at nr Schaf-
fer 
Frost, J. H. 6Its 0' Brien Add
Goad, W. J. for wife x It Wor-
ten S. SS. Add 
Gitlen, Wm. 312 ac nr May-
field Road & J. C. Fristoe 26.45
'Griffith, Sam 41 ac or G. W.
Elrod ...... • • • °.• • •
Houser, Fred is ac nr J. T.
Sullivan 
Houser, A. W. 2 ac ter Lon
W•iggins  . ...... 4.28
Heflin, J. E. 52 ac nr R. M.
Rudolph.. ...... .. • •
Hays, A. H. (N. R.) 30 ac or
Melber .... • . • ...... 4-06
Haass, Geo. I It La Belle P. 4.28
Harper, Geo. W. 9 ac nr B.
Harper  3.38
Harper, Bedah 42 ac nr Geo.
Harper ...... . • • • • •
Hopkins, Chas 23 ac nr A. M.
Tate.. 
Haynes, Christy, heirs 70 ac nr
Florence Sta.  6.13
Harding, A. (N. R. 19 ac nr
Sam Hickman 
llouser, J. W. so ac or Tom
Houser 
Harmon, Albert 32 ac nr
Country 
FrpcIdie a It O'Brien
Add 
Harris., Louis 2 US O'Brien
Add. 
"I-farrison, A. J. i It O'Brien
Add. 
Hopkins, Chas i It O'Brien
Add. .... ............
Johnson, Obe z5 ac nr John
Wallace 
Jones, W. L. 80 ac in C. Gillen 13.72
Jones, A. C. for mother 146 ac
or Jas. Wyatt.... .... • • , •
Jones Wm. 25 ac 
Jones. Jesse 1 It O'Brien Add.
!flirty, MTS. S. J. 4 at nr W.
R. Rudolph 
Kinson, C. C. 4 ac nr Chas 
Sanouse  
Kettler. Mrs. John 70 ac nr
Jas. Council.... ......
Kater, T. M. 2 Its O'Brien Add
Lacksort, Thos. 15 Sc nr J.
Rust 
Ligon:Rufus 24 ac nr Mc-
  -Laughlin... 7.51
Lagore, J. tit O'Brien Add 
McKinney, W. L. 16 ac nr J.
P. Malone 
McKinney, J. T6a ac nr W.
H. McKinney 
MeM,anus, 20 ac or Geo.
Schmans 
McKinney, B. J. 20 •slc nr B.
F. ',McKinney 
Mellaurn, W. F. 6.)4 hc nr Lone
Oak 20.81
Monroe., Geo. W. 71 ac nr Lou
Jones 
Mack, James 3o ac nr Wan 
Herndon 
Melburn, F. M. 2 ac nr Lone
Oak. 
Jamalts 
Meadows, J .A. z It in O'Brien
Add 
Mi/ler, J. H. 2 Its in O'Brien
Add. 
Nichols, W. B. so ac Jack
Hiart 
Nichols, W. W. 2 Its O'Brien
Add 
Parrish, R. E. for Annie Par-
rish t It Annie Parrish  
Potts, J. F. I ac nr Lone Oak
Price, Fred by R. Price 67 ac
nr T. 0. Overstreet 
Price, R. too ac nr J. E. Price
Purdom, 3. H. & M. J. 24 Sc nr
Ed. Purdom.... ...... 8.62
Parish, I. N. 6o at nr J. Louis 7.51
Parsoris John (N. R.) I It
O'Brien Add., .... 3.38
Peery. Robt. 5 Its O'Brien Add 3.44
Vtlisenberry, John L. It
O'Brien Add. 
Rudolph, E. C. as ac nr W. J. 
2 69
War & Mayfield Greek   17.72
Riabertson, Dr. D. S. It nr
LaBelle Park 
- Riley, C. C. for vale 75 ac- nr
NI Seitz.
Ragailale, Mks. N. M. So ac nr
5 S. Langston 18.54
.••••olsislavirefek-
'Ragsdale, A. M. z It nr Fount 
I Ave 
Russell, Dennis 145 ac nr W 
Ward' 
Rust, John B. 33 ac nr G. W.
......
Rust 
11.65 Rudolph, G. L. r It 
O'Brien
I Add 
4.28 ; Reeves, J. R. a its. O'BrienA
8.35 Stahl, Bud 32 at nr Mlfield crk
Schmidt, John 58 Sc nr J. L.
9.10 Gardner  .
Scheffiebd, A. 'R. 63 at nr J.
'Rust 
22.12 Sanderson, Mrs. Elizabeth 4
ac nr Lone Oak 
8.6I Sanders, j'. G. so at Melber
Its Mielber 
3.37 Sutherland, J. J. 34 ac nr, J 
Rust 
4-97 Stewart, J. B. I% ac nr Lone
Oak 
4.06 nr No Where 
Sanders, E. S. 30 ac nr J. Rust
4.75 Sands, .W. D. 4% ac nr A. M.
6.35 Roose 
Smidt, Conrad I It O'Brien
3.37 Add 
Smith, Willie z It O'Brien Add
Thompson, L. D. 48 ac nr J.
R. Hudson  16.95
Thompson, J. M. ( N. R.) 36
ac tar R. D. Thompson ....
Trice, May 59 ac to W. T.
Smith  7.03
6.35 Trice, H. A. for wife 168 ac or
John Cald-well  21.23
ri.86 Tate, A. W. 4ac nr J. Jones,
2 Its O'Brien add - 7.43
4-48 Thomas, Lee t% an so Las




6.13 nr Mayfield Creek. 
Thomas, WI. W. 27. ac nr J.
11-36 Chiles 
Tate, J. R. 4 Its O'Brien Add.
Young, G. W. 2 ac or W. R.
.Hocker 
6.41 Wilson, C. H. (N. R.) It
O'Brien Add. 2.69
3.10 Week, W. H. 95 ac or Clarks
River ...... . ..... r.26
Womack, WI. L. 35 ac nr W.
W. Dedrick  6.13
10.14 White, L. A. (N. R.) 152 ac nr
Mayfield Creek ...... . 16.33
Wyatt, A. C. (N. R.) 18 ac nr
Welber 
Williams, R. P. so ac J.
Rust  6.13
Seventh District..
5'44 Allen, 2'. W. 273/4 ac nr W. A.
Gardner 31.97
Averett, Ellen It R-town.... 6.23
Adams, John 15 ac nr C 
Thompson 
Bogard, W. A. % ac nr Sans
Libel  3.38
Boyd, M. (N. R.) 40 ac nr J 
Keen  6.48
Berry, D. A. so ac O'Bid-
well 81 A.1. Clark  15.44
13yntrrnn Bros. by WI
nr S. Neal  2,-96
Boyd. Alfred 91 - ac nr Roht.
Chambus  11.86
Bryant, Mrs.
Nelson 120 ac nr Lamont,
P. 0.  , 20.81
Butler, Ed for Wornstead est.
108 ac nr Ohio River  24.05
Bracket, B. G. 11 ac nr Mas-
sack 
Blay'ock & Wright (N. R.)
51% ac nc John Spaulding.. 10.26
Bumpass SE Lawrence ac nr
Massac   .8.89
Clark, J. J 15 ac nr Remick 
Caldwell, S. B. Jr. 7 Its Cleve-
4.69 land Ave, & Broad Alley 
Chiles, F. H.• 155 acres nr
ro.95 Temple Mill ...... 25.93
3.38 Cruse, N. R-town  6.85
Compey, Meyer (N. R.) 38 ac
nr Bonds Sta. 
t:orniland, Mts. Berrie I It 3rd
& Ohio   13.02
2.69 Cochran, J. A. 32% ac nr
Matter 
Clank, Walter 2 Its R-town 
.Clark, Robt. to ac or Stanley
Dillworth, H. A. 97 ac nr D,
Peyton 16.06
Dillworth, Mks. MI. A. too ac
or M. Adcock  3.59
Dunnoy, Mrs. Maggie 534 ac
nr Wm. Anderson
Dorsey, Sally 220 ac nr R. H.
Noble ......
Elrod, J. W. for wife it6 ac
nr Jas Farmer  16.26
Ely, J. E. 92 AC nr Massac  19.02
Futrell. Hart ac nr N. 14th 11.65
Francis, B. 84 ac nr B. Sperry 10.825.58 Gains, Tom F. 9334 at nr D.
Holland 
Gardner B. & S. by R. L. Nel-
son 6 ac fir Lamont  3.65
Hines, 3. W. 75 ac nr E. Over-
streett 
Hines, J. S. 60 ac or Geo. Price
Hogan, J. C. 40 ac nr J. Doyle
Holt, Courtney 74 ac Shaffer
13' It in R-town 
Hutchison, W. 'B. 45 ac nr S.5•44 B. Jackion& Ben Pugh . to. 26
5.32 H'ouston, Jas TO ac nr Cold
Springs 





























S. A. by Robt.
Jones, R. M. 40 ac nr L. L.
Brown ....  
Jones, Geo. J. 206 at Temple
Mill 4 Its Broad st 
Jackson, S. R. no ac nr Ed
'Ware 
Lavean, Ed 634 Sc nr Pines 
McKinney, A. J. 39 ac or L 
Scott......
Miles, H. L. & Sister So ac nr
J. Jett  13.02
Miller, Joe A. 2 Its 6t4-t &
Cbaric-Adame. 
Maxon est. by Ed Ware 451E
ac nr R. Stanley& Max. Mill 133.60
Meyer,, Geo. 210 ac nr T.

































Moss, Dr. Tom, Jessie B &
Tom Jr. /5 ac nr Bloomfield
Flawm, W. B. 3 ac
Nichols, H. V I It R-town.
Overstreet, Geo. too ac nr L.
Holt
Bo-s.. lsa




Ogilvie z it Rxtown. . . .
3,38 Purchase, Mary 67 at nr
Thompson ......
28P9 Purdue, S. A. 35 Sc or oChas 
Thornhill 
7.97 Rudolph, Mrs. R. L. 40 le nr
L. C. Chambas ......
11-65 Rice, heirs by Luther Rice 150
ac or J. Price & fiekj C.rio
7.76 Gills, Mrs. MI A. 55 ac nr S 
Johnson 
5.45 Rice, M. F. 5734 ac nr A. J 
Clark
4.10 Rudolph, J. H. (N. R.) 96 ac
5.31 or L. P. Stephens 
4.06 Rudolph, V. D. 23 ac or L. P 
Stephens  -
.9.58 Roper Augustus z It Afton
Heights ........
2.69 Rudolph, G. L. 32 Sc tn. E.
2.69 Futrell 
Rudolph, Bud i It R-town 
Roe, Geo. I It R-towrs 
Smith, J. D. 1 It Mt-wood Ter 
Smith, E. E. 23 Its or T. E
Moss 
Shaffer, H. C. 123 Its or Pleas-
ant Ridge school house 
Spidell, T. J. 6o34 ac C. R.., 2
izth Mad-Mwood Ter
.• I. %.V. 15 ae ar T.
Cb BT42112221 ......
. • 4..„ C. top ac or
1.nratle Mill 
11.111tr 7S1 ae as E. Gish & Li
Scott • 
Thompson, A. J. 75 ac trr
Franks 
Turner, J. R. 62 ac nr Welt-
tarsi,  8.29
Thompson, Ida M. i It R-town
Ware, Ed z4 ac nr Maxon M111
Pepot.  7-45
Ware, Ed for wife 5234 ac or
Cold Springs ...... 15.78
Ware, Ed for Robertson heirs
so at or Lee Waters  15.09
Wooten, R. H. 44 ac nr J. P.
Price  9.65
White, J. L. 9 ac or J. P.
Newman  7-72
Wtrittecer, Rich for wife 20 ac
L. Steven., ...... 5-.32
Wilcox, B. 'F. 60 at nr Fred
Beyer   13-51
Wheitlanf, Adam i It West
B-way   10.48
Windpegler, Mrs. Amanda Lee
18 ac nr C. L. Hilliard   8.61
Walters, Mattie C. (N. R.) 95
ac nr C K. Lamond  17.16
Weatherford, Mamie 34 ac tn.
Potter  5-31
Young. Geo. 31 at or W. A.
Gardner  6.41
Eighth District.
Anderson, T. J. 8o ac or Mel-
ton Stone  13.71
Ashby, T E. 75 at nr 'Wm
Abornatty  11 .85
Atchson. A. J. 230 ac nr J. C.
McElya  33.90
Bryan, Mrst Dora 33 at nr W.
B. Wray  5.79
Bryan, M. L. for wife 15 ac nr
Grahamville  8.89
Bradford, F. D. 37 ac or H.
C. Turner  4-75
Barnes. Grant (N. R. 30o at
nr Mayfield Road  14.40
Booker, E. P. 35 ac or A C. 
Royster 
Campbell, J. W. 15 ac or Chas.
White 
Crutches', S sr or B. H.
Smithet
Cooper, J. R. 234 ac nr H. C.
Turner & P. Brevor
Carneal, H. H. 86 at or J. M.
Martin 
Cavanah, H. H. .40 ac nr J. M.
Matlock 
Graig, R. E. for heirs 5 ac nr
Frahatnville 
Conaway, W. H. so ac or E 
Ball 
Chiles, D. B. (N 
A. P. Hill  
Crawford, W L 
G. M. Scott  
Denny, J. R. 70 ac or J. M.
Gray 
Dickerson, J. C. so ac nr Mrs.
J. Doyle 
Douglass, W. C. 30 ac nr J. C 
Wood. 
Doyle, Mrs. Sarah 8 ac nr 0 
'Correll 
Durrett, Dr. S. M. (N. R.) 217
at nr W. W. Williams &
Tom Heady 
Denton, for wife 50 ac nr
Theo Lutrell 
Edwards, S. R. To at rrr St.
Thomas Church. 
Elrod, Jas. 21 ac or Rick Rudd
Elrod, W H. 20 ac nr Ingk-
side 
Elliott, P. 50 at to M. W.
Williams 
Edwards, Henry (N. R.) 6 ac
or Woodville 
Fenwick Geo. T. 44 ac nr A 
P. Hill 
Fortson, R. R. 23% at or R 
C. Fortson St Heath 
Ijiarrell, John W. (N. R.) 57 at
nr J. C. Wood 
Gilk, J. t at nr Ragland 
Grimes est., by Holly 5 ac nr
John Bradford 
Gibson, J. C. (N. R.) 128 ac
or W. P. Albert 
Hill, J. W. 7 ac or F. M. Hill
Hill, J. R. 125 at or P. Brewer
Satno4 •
Hawthorne, Chas. 46 ac nr W.
H. Willis 
Hudson, F. G. 40 ac nr Wood-
ville & a It Woodville 
Ileltrin, C. E. & V. M. 25 Sc nr
W. SS. Chiles 
70.901 Humphrey, B. F. 78 at nr J 
2.55 W. Pitt & P. Brewer 
2.69 Hicks, Jessie 43 sr is' 3. a
15,99 Hatvitins, J. 0. 64 ac nr 3.
Harper
















R.) 20 ac or









Jim Long ........ 
Johnson, S. W. 7 ac nr Gra
hamville.. ......  
Judd, T. J. as or J. D. Race
Jones Mrs.i'aMary_lby W. E.
Were to ae or T. 1st. Rives
Kirk, Mrs. Kate 40 am to J. M 
Pitt 
Lent; T. R. 5 ac soGraham-
villo 
Lutrell, T. 1sf. 0 at nr Pales-
tine Church 
Lewis, J. R. r It Ragland- 
McGtsite, 'Harry n It Ragland'
Metiock, C. P. x33 ac or E.
Denton 
Moss, Dr. T. E. r It Woodville
Murphy, Guy Off us! 'he R. L 
Potter 
Murphy, D. D. i It in W-ville
Moody, J. P. Iola ac nr C 
Fostson 
Melton, W D. 300 at nr A. F 
Crawford 
Meschew, Mrs. E. 80 ac or
W. R. Page 
Majors, MTS. Frank (rit R.) 80
at or R. Simmons 
Owen, M. S. r It W-ville 
Ogilvie, Lydia (N. R.) W. E.
Ware 22 at or T. M. Rives
Perkins, J. W. for wife Too ac
nr Jeff Coffee 
Page, C. T. 29 Sc OT W. R.
Page  7.58
Peal, °CI re D. 25 at C.Her
 8.55
Pergunfv, Adapts (N. R.) ten
at or Billingsly  22.67
Parker, Elia. heirs 15 ac nr
Hazel 3.03
Rice, J. H. I It W-viille  4-75
Rice, J. M. 164 ac or T. H 
Marshall  25.42
Ray, S. S. i It Mkinroe bet
13th & 14th  6.82
Seaton Brea. 72 ac 1W H 
Baldry  10.27
Shaw, Guy I It W-ville  5.65
Spencer, T. N. z95 ac or John
Williams   27.99
Tomlinson, Jas. Sr. 2 Its
W-viule..... . . . . . . 7.72
Wray, J. F. for Wray est. ba
ac or F B. Fauntleroy  9.30
Walker, G. W. 52 ac or 3.
Moss  10.48
Wiliarns, R.. E. 7 Sc nr F. M.
Hill  4.41
Williams, R. E. for wife 7 at
nr F. 14. Hill 2.82
Williams/in G. J. for wife 3 ac
or L. B. Rossington  17.15
Williamson, M. W. 1113 ac or
H. Hagan  18.74
Williamson, J. H. for wiigt
107 at nr Jo I- Murphy  25.63
Warlord, T. W. 49 at nr C. R.
Simmons    7;51
Ward, Mrs. M. A. by M. H. t
ac or L F Bennett  3.38
William -N D. A. 43
Crawford  8.89
Watford, J. M. 3' at nr A. C.
• Royster  8.30
Walters, Felix (N. R.) 40 ac
or John Campbell '  6.82




Alexander, 11-onry i It S. 8th 10.26
5.65 Armstrong. Jim i It R-town 
Bronson, Margaret heirs i It
5.44 S. 5th  8.59
Buckor, Mat t It t345 S. 9th
57.43 Bacon, Henry I It 1126 Hush
Pell, Mary I It 41! Eliz 
13.89 Lyngbam, Sam 2 Its S. 8th 
Paoon, Oliver r It Hays Ave
9 to 1;•blen, Lawrence 2 ac or A
Conner ...... ........   8.11
6.82 Rrown, Wm t It S. 7th  zo.64
Bolen, Ike I It Broad Alley  2.69
9.79 Brown, Lib i It S. Loth 
Barfield Anthony heirs of i It
4.75 1314 S. Toth  3.38
Baker, Jackson 1 it Yeiser Ave 2.55
5.86 Campbell, Nannie r It 1120
Jones 4.75
11.17 Clark, Ike i It 722 S. 7th. 9.10
Couyear, Henry t It tart S.
7.02 loth  4.75
Chappell, Joe It 19oo Broad
9.10 Charnbus, A. L. 1 It S. loth  3.65
Peboe, H. 2 Its 1436 S. both.. 7.72
3.73 Daniels, B. i It 1710 Broad. 9.10
Dawson, H. I ac nr 0. F. G. 3.17
Elliott. Ghas t It 8o2 Caldwell 7.72
41.96 F,Ilic, G. W. i It Metzger Add 4.75
Estes, Susan 1 It Elizabeth  6.19
7.51 Frazier, Mary & Jane t It 9th
& Ohio  8.59
20.12 Gargiler, Ada I It S. 12th  3.33
5.03 Gibson, Dan 1 It 1413 S. 10th. 6.35
Gray, Green z It 514 S. 8th  10•95
6.73 Garrett, G. i It tot° S. toth 6.35
Grace, Rhody 1 It 1221 S. 8th 8.59
6.84 Gray, Jas. t It 1312 S. 5th  7.72
Ghoulson, Jas 1 It 719 S. 6th 11.86
7.51 Greer, Betht t It or Annie Car- •
roll  6 3.38
it.86 Garrett, Irene t It too8 S. too 5.44
Howell, Chas' & Ada t It Jack.
8.35 bet 7th & 8th  7.51
Higgina j. 1 It 162 Wood-
10.82 ward ...... ...... 7.03
4.00 Hays, Robt. Est. t It Fits Hush 6.13
Hibbs, T. D. itt 708 S. 6th 11.86
2.69 Hewett, Aignstue i It Tenn
bet 7th & Fith  6.82
19.91 Isbell, Dr. C. A. 3 Its S. 6th-
•4•55 S. Sth-N. 7th 
13.24 Isbell, fan J Jones I It S. 3t4s
Irvan, Bell Home I It 813
Jordan, Wm, I It nth & Hirsh
Jordan, Sam, x It S. loth 
r5.58 Jone4, Kitty i It 712 S. 7th. •






10.20 6th  
Johnson, Henrietta i It 14o5
8-89 S. loth 
Jones, Jim i It S. 5th 
7.51 Kelly Mose i It 1231 S. 8th 
Kirk, John i It S. loth 
3.38 Lott, Silast for wife i It 6th &
Cithi°;3.24 Loving, Dennis 2 Its S. Wrh 
7.02 Little, Jae % It i400 S. 6th 
LtIgnti, Willis It 222 A1011-
3.72 brook 
Looney, Mary (N. R.) z It
6.13 boo14.22neyS. ro, eat tIh ... 
7.03 Looney, Charlotte t It 1337
S. Toth 
9.78 McClure, Con I It Yeiser Ave
6.13 Morgals Jos t It 641 Elie- 
7.82 Matlock, Rich i It 808 S. tothi
Mathews, John z It 718 Jack.
32g Nockols, Isaac I It 1127 Jones
9. TO Naccl Annie x it sth &
Owen, Frank a It Husb. & spth
17.33 Owen, Jaa 3 Its S. 8th
ro.48 Overton, Scott a It S. 8th-
517.35 Overton,iwb.Mary 3 Its S. 8th S.
roth & Husb. ......
Perkins, John est t It 1°08
S. zeith 
Price, Marion t It 812 Husb 
Paten, Abe Sr. I It 628 'St stb
8.30 Robertson, Collin t It 1124
6.3s Janes 
Reed, S. R. 4 Its S. 8th-S.5th
5.4s Rogers, Tom 1 It Dockmius at.
Reeves, Henry 1 It t2a4 S. 8th
24.26 Smith, M. t It blzt Husb. St 
Strinter, Bettie I It Gilson


















Steed, Henry i It Jack.ison bet
7rh & 8th 
Shannon, Joe I It Cald. bet
9th & loth 
Stringer, Win. i It Yeiser Ave
Starr, B. t It S. 13eb st... s 
Simpson, Minerva t It Mill 'st 
Wilson, Jordon I It tat; S 9th
Wimberly, Elvira• 1. It'Wood-f,
ward ......
Watson, Geo. z It Jones bet
nth & 12th 
Webb, J. Wiley In{ S. talc .
White, Sarah est. a It 620'
S. 9th 
White, Bartlett I It Caldwell
bet 8th & cith 
White, Harrell I it 1033 S. sth
Williams, Phil r it 1365 S. 10
Williams, Thomas z it S. loth
White, Lucy t It S. totti 
Williams, Walter i It S. 8th 
IA'ilson, Jas. t It S. 9th 
Webb Alfred 1 It S. toth 
Watkins, Lucian r It Metzen
Add 
Second Disrict 
Alexander, Sander i It N. 13th
Berry. Mrs. Kate t It S. 8th
Boyd, Alice t It S. 8th 
Beach, Harriett i It S. 9th 
Brown, Louis t It S. loth 
Buckner, Franc:s 1 It Court 
Briggs, Tom i It S. 8th.,...
Caldwell. Henry belt's 1 It
11th & liVaibinston 
Clopton. Kabala t It 726 Clark
Campbell, Francis % It 382
S. 7th 
Hall, Patsy i It Plunkett Hill.
Howell, Jas. heirs ai It Plun-
kett Hill ........
Klee!. Sila• 2 It, S. 7th ....
Meyers. Pauline 712 It 320 S.
Sth.... ........
Mayo. Annie t It 8th 81 Adams 8.8n
Moore. John for Mt. Z. Lodge
It 7th & Adams; ......
Moore. John ,^er w:e 2 I% 421
S. 7th  38.10
Moore, John for U. B. of B. F 
I It 7th & Adams  6.13
Robt. r It N 7th  3.38
Owen, Frank 1 It 423 Wash  rt.Rn
()wen, Ntl•on t It .„ozt Wash. to 43
Overby, Mary I If 9111 & Ky.
Ave 
Owen, EMMeT 1 It Ky Ave
bet 9th & ioth..• 
Phillips, Omar i It 536 S. 7th
Palmer, C, A. M., & S. H. z it
It 8th & Adams  13.02
Fourth District.
Buford, W. A. r It 624 Ter ,
Bernet, Chat i Ft 912 N. rrth
Collins, Susan i It 814 N. IiIth
4.07 Patrick .
Wore, Aaron r It.ravN4
7,•13 , Mitcherson, Smith It 123,
Harrison  • • 20.48
5-4‘ Marrione Margaret' I It 13101
6'4135. Mlille,adri" 
7•82
Mandy- It 6tlii &.Bur. 5.4447 
348: N elson, Role. mitt- 7.72
Owen, Lacy. a:ac fir Mi Karg 4.75
11.86 Perkins,,M. kilt N., 3.04
17.10 Paimer, Jo s& Alice Fit Clay
"P.'s" bet 15th &Kith  4.75
Porter, D, S.. I It. 
3.04
aykir. &
7.;72. ReMessA,thiGr.ant It 9977Ns
4.20 Reynolds, Wrn. i It 1'26 N.
lath. 
6.13; 




4.64 Roberts, Was i •tillarrison- st. 6.13
411..34 Sire/thy Jim D. I, lt • &iv N: fills p. to
0.34',..9tiinty, Jim a Its N 9tih  4.75
8.80 Street, Bell 1 It 1209 N; nth._ 4-06
7.72' Tandy, Page t It Clays bet
544 15th & itith  7.72
6.13 Tally, S. a It 814.N. both...- 7.51
"• Williams, Lucy 1 it Cleveland
Ave  . 2.69
15'99 Washington, Geo. a' It Clem-
... lartel'Ave  5.65
Watson, Geo. or Albert u It
5•44 1311 Monroe  
-.., 613
4.75 ,Ward, Lucretia. r, II. init. N.
8.89 I tab 
Wright, Paha r It 15zr Clay..
6.34 Williams, Dink t It 633 Terrell
20.12 . Midi District
4.69 Bacon, Louis 1. It Yeiiier. Ave.
5.65 BrowsewoodsWas; *vac arr limos
Childers, ArcIsie 130 at nr
Oaks Road 
Childress, Jim - t7 sonr
Arcirie Childress 
Campbell, Jeff & Alvin 34. at
6.35 nr Jim Spriggs 
Cane, Ruben 5 at nr J. Spriggs
Dobson, H. C. too se Chris
7.si Baker, Mrs. Mary vat Watt
Garrett, Comp ix Wyatt  
3.38 jsciroon. hue* Ike Benton It 
Jacobs, Jeff I It Mill st.
Mathis, Sposteeti 73 se- T.
Boatwright 
Niece, Sam too se- Clarice R.
Reed, Dennis 10 ac Jane
Campbell 
Vaughan, Henrys 70 ac Jim
Hndgeur 
Watson, Jane t It Mill st 
Wood, Bill I It Ycioeh Ave 
Sixth District.
Bland, W. N. 3o at nr H. Bal-i t
. . 
Davis, Prank 54 ac nr T. C.
Overstreet 
Gilmore, Chas i It John Beyer
Goodin, H. 47 it Mfield Crk 
Milliken, Matilda heirs is ac
Hervey, Mary r at F. Ground
J. Dowdy 
Talrior Sbadrick 5 at W. M.
Yancy 
Trice, Joe 177 ac
Trier. Curtis 3t.ac Fred Price
Trice. liar-sett es. air F. Price
Trice. Barnett r9 at F. Trice .
6.13 Travi , Pete is ae R. Hughes
































Banks, Wm., 2 lots, Ross
town, 20 Sc, nr. J. Jones




Carr. Albert, 38 sere,
14.12 Stanley .. .... . .
130,bire. Grey, 1 lot in
!midtown ..  




















Stevens, Hill, 55 acres
Elrod. 
Tandy, Carter, 8 acres
Davis
VYDrite, Geo., r lot, Rowland-
town
Eighth Diattict.
Allen, Ed, .5 acres near R.
Caruthers
6.13 Bradshaw, Frank, 4 acres near
6.82 H Temple 
3.72 Conley, L. for hsks,
4.20 Woodville.
Caruthers, Rube, 47
7.51 near ji. 0. Smith  
5.44 Frazier, Wm., 3! acres neer
4.75 'ft Anderson.
.3. 35 Frazier, Wesley, 3o acres near
7.72 +I Anderson 
6.69 Fuqua, Henry, 16 *CM'S near
4-75 a Anderson 
I3.38 Fianna, Enoch, 16 acres near
15.78 If. Anderson 
Fletcher, FA 4 Se acres near
335 H. Anderson 
i Efetches, John, Sr., 8 acres
5,33 near H. Anderson
6.r. Fletclrer. Joke, Jr., 8
6.13 IT. Anderson  
/42 Hughes, Wm., 54
taT' -T.-M. Spenee
5.65 McClure, Prof, 20
5. C. Coghill  
Smith, Jesse O., 3
R rat-utters  
Young, Aivy, 30






Clark, J. W. ft 726 10 roth 11.86
Mollisi Y2 It 11 13th 3.38
Cole, Hal x It 7Th& Harris 4.41
Coleman, C. It 121 Harris 13.03
Childress', Wm. a It 1321 Mad 8.41
Cain-cal, Galvin 1 It N. Toth 3.38
Dobson, Mattie t It 821 N 7th 6.13
Dunlap, Henry 1,4 It 816 N 7th 4.97
Duly, Nimrod It roc* N. 7th 7.72
Dance, Henry 1 It N. totb.. 10.48
Daniels, Hal I It 718 Harris 9.10
Davis, W. H. It 5318 Mad 11.17
Daniels, Lucinda t ir3o
Harrison 
Evans, Cora a It t229 "Cad.
Futrell, Calvin z It N. 14th 
Grimes, Lenard r It Clay at..
Givens, Casandra a It 707
N. 17th 
Givens, Clonissa It tors N7th
Gray, Fannie r It 8th & Bur.
Glass, Albert t It N. t4th 
Harris, Albert It 1009 N 7th
Hallowsay, Henry t It N. tath
Howell, Henry t It Trimble 
Hamilton, Lon x 11-Block 4a 
Johnson, Richard r It N. 4th.,
Johnson, John r it 7th &
City Limits 
Johns, Mae. Leander t It tr143
N. r4th 
Irvan, Louis z It N. 8th 
it-van, Henry It N 8th 
Kivell, Henry t It 9.2o N. 8t11
Long, Litt* z It 1011 N. 7th 
Ligon, Dan It R-town 
Lawrence, T. A it R-town 5.65
MoGlarea Rabt. so at TIT S. Tj
Dale
Mathews, Misllissa 1 It Tot. it







































































































































































































































If your plumbing is out
cc date, the members of your
household are constantly risking their
health. Defective plumbing generates
genrehearing sewer gases which pollute
the atmosphere ard cannot help but Le
breathed by the occuoants.
Let us examine the condition of your
plumbing, correct defective piping and
install the best sitnitlry fixtures made,
.namely litatilhar Baths and Onespiece Lavatories. Our illustrated
boolleteg Modern Home Plumbing" sent free upon application.
E.D. HANNAN, Plumber
1 Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?
Clo you want a first class Job by an
expert fworkman? If you do take
It to
John I. Bleich, leweler.
224 Broadway, - - Paducah, Ky.
4444444-141-4-4144444-1
4
J h COULSON, "
PLUMBING.
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Pitone 133. 5z., Broalway.
44+444444.444.44+444
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Paduosila, Kentucky.
Cespdteri and Surpluss 1111515,raoo
ED P. NORIA PRE*. G. W. 1OBSRT8ON. V. PRE4
N. W. Vial CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts ail regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
per cent per seams on time certificate of deposits.. feisty boxes in be
• 1 
y e ere hunsas ac
proof vault for rent at 45 to lito per year aa to Bias. You carry your




Far Vaults, Monuments and General Cernesery Work Um
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE OiN THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS: does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET WE TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT :
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite I Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, 'tog TRIM BLE BT., PADUCAH, KY.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine modern hotel is now open under a7 new
Illnlegement, for guests at. the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very bests accommodations at -yeasonabie rates





Superior Facilities tor Office
liandlimg Freight, Machinery 2ndtatsd Monroe
And tiemaepold Goods. Both 'Phones it
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt
_
NEARLY DONE
BIG TOWBOAT JOE WILLIAMS
TO BE LET OFF MARINE
WAYS.
A
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Aacidont. Life, 1.1ablity, "i.teebsa
eta nra pbel 1 Block.
saide`Passe 3604 - ligwiciamee Phone 7,24
Svbscriln For The Regist
Superintendent Williams Claims He
Has Many Former Union Men
Working for Him.
Superintendent Mike Williams, of
the marin ways, yesterday said that
he would let the big towboat Joe B.
Williams off the plant nert Wednes-
day. She has been out on the ways
for two months now, being thorough-
ly overhauled and repaired, following
the accident occerring to her above
Sere in the Ohio river. She was plac-
ed in excellent condition and will re-
sume towing for the Pittsburg Coal
company just as sone as lot into the
water.
The strike of union caulkers and car
penters is about broke at this plane
according to Captain Williams, who
yesterday said that about fifteen of
the union menthad abandoned their af
filiation with the union and returned
to work, while he was employing
about 45 caulkers and carpenters al-
together, and a total of 75 attaches,
considering every class. The union
men struck the first of July because
the plant would not let them spin
their own oaktrm, instead of permit-
ting boys to do this as has been done
always heretofore.
Superintendent William's has a num
bet of boats to come out on the plant
just as soon as the Williams conies
off, but does not yiet know which one
he will begin working on first.
WANTING HALL
THE EAGLES COMMITTEE NE-
GOTIATING FOR A PLACE
NOW
Membership Coreest for This Secret
Order Will Be Closed When
Roll Is 200.
The comnaiuee from the Eagle]
lodge that has charpe of the question
or leasang a hall for the we of the
order, is sour negotiating with lev-
eret parties, bet as yet no deal has
bees closed for quarters. They at
present gather at the Knights of Pyth
ian lodge f00111 on lkoadway near
Filth street, but are diesnotie of hav-
ing a hall al to theumelviee and look-
ing toward, this end the committee
wee Wednesday night ordered to see
if they could not pet some hall.
After the committee disaoses of this
hall question they will then begin
vigorously agitating the matter of
getting the national body of Eagles
to locate here the borne to be erect-
ed for widows and orphans and aged
members the country over.
The member.hip contest for the
Eagle, onetinises going ahead with
much interest, and closes when the
roil teaches 200 affiliate., At present
there are about t6o belonging to the
order, but when (hie teaches 20o the
contest closes and then to the mem-
ber 'having brought in the largest
number of new applications will be
given the handsome present that was
offered as an inducement for the
brethren to enter the contest and






Lawyer Eaton Went to Memphis
This Morning to Take Deposi-
tions in This Proceeding.
Yesterday Referee Bagby in tank-
ruptcy issued an order instructing
Trustee Arthur Y. Martin, of the Dr.
Herman T. ;Helen' bankruptcy pro-
ceeding, to sell s'ic homes and lots
owned by the physician. Five of the
houses are at Ninth and Jones streets
and one at Eighth and, Jackson
streets. The sale is for the purpose
of erasing the mortgages held on the
property by Sherrill-Russell Lumber
emnpany, Mrs. Catherine Hessig and
others. Hessig holds a mort-
gage for money the claims to have
loaned the son, but there is pending
exceptions to her claims. The date
for the sale has not yet been set by
the trustee. •
,MV. Martin ties been 20 basy with
other matters, and also confined with
;!1-•-•.• ,Int;1 1.e Ens not had time tie
take op the question connected with
the sale of the 'Hessig distillery to
Frank hf. Barnard. The latter has
not paid for the distillery, which he
bid in.
Lawyer W. V. Eaton this morning
went to MIcerphis, Tenn., to take dep.
oeitions Jen the Ifeesig case which
has a clienection In the Bluff city,
er as the d*lessig, resided at Memphis sad wasoctor's brother, the hate Fred
in 
 
the wholesale drug business.
HOTEL OFFICERS
THEY WILL NOT BE ELECTED
AT BENTON UNTIL NEXT
WEEK.
Insurance Adjusters Here Waiting
for the Balance to Settle Losses
-Busineas Mention.
Hon. Mike Oliver went to Frank-
fort yesterday, and when he returns
the last of this viieek he goes on out
to Benton, where next Monday there
will be held the meeting oi the stock-
holders of the lienton Improvement
company', which is the newly organ-
ized coneern gotten up for the pur-
pose of constructing the tine hotel at
that neighboring city. The owners
will at their meeting elect the officers
and also decide _what the hostelry
shall .be named. It was intended to
do this this week some time, but Mr.
Oliver, the main promoter, could nut
be there, while others were detained
on account of huiness. Ail the stock
holders are Marshall county people.
Straightening Out
Mr. John Doherty is ieraightening
out the W. K. Posige clothing stock
he bought, and will shortly begin a
big sale, disposing of the' mammoth
stock of goods. He has not yet fully
determined to move the goods to his
dry goods and notion house on Broad
way between Second and Third
streets or to leave the clothing where
it now is. He has not room for seme
in his old quar•ers.
About Moved.
Mr. David L. VanCulin will today
get ha stock entirely moved from his
old location to the new store at 320
Broadway. lie has been working the
past four or five days getting things
moved over, and now it will take sev-
eral days to get everything straight-
ened out and in good condition.
Waiting for Orders.
Pour adjusters for fire insurance
companies have arrived here to settle
the kisses sustaitted by the different
conflagrations during the past week,
but as yet these special agents have
done nothing, as they arc waiting un-
til there gets here a majority of the
company representatives. They do
not want to enter upon settlensent of
the loses anti! most of the adjusters
reach this city. Those four now here
have been in the city for several days
waiting for the other,. The kisses
are those at Langstaff-Orrn's and the
cooperage company.
  • -
Necklace Returned.
Lae rright Jeweler John J. flinch
expressed back to Ckveland, Ohio,
the $3o,000 necklace of Mrs. Cowie
Chadwick which has been on eietribi-
tion the past few days at his store on
Broadway near Third street. 1/200-
Rands of people got a look at the cost
ly and gorgecus affair, which is the
finest of its kind ever sees in this city
lit portion of the country.
Waterwams Convention.
Teemorrow at Chattanooga, Tenn.,
there convenes in annual session the
Tennessee Improvement Association,
which is the organization laboring for
improvement of that great waterway
for the benefit of steamboats and nav-
igation in general. The gathering
will last for only one day and Mayor
Yeiser has '.elected dielegates from
here, but nose of them had an °miler
timity to attend.
One week from yesterday and to-
day the Ohio Valley improvement
Association meets at Cairo for a two
days' session and marry will go dowp
fiem here, that place being so near.
Erroneous Report
It has been rumored on the streets
fur some stays past that Proprietor
Charles Reed, of the Palmer, would
retire from thi hotel business on ex-
piration of his present lease, and pass
the remainder of his days on his
menns he has accumulated during his
hostelry career of many years. Yes-
terday he said this was a mistake al-
together, and that he intended re-
maining in the business for years yet.
When his daughter, Mrs. Ed P. No-
ble, and her husband go to house-
keeping in the new home being erect-
ed co West Broadway, Mr. Reed will
maintain rooms there and live with
them, but abandonment of his busi-
ness is an error altogether. Probably
his moving his residence from the ho
tel to his dainghter's home, mislead
some. into believing he would retire
from business.
FRAUDS IN PHILADELPHIA.
.Philadephia, Nov. 9.-Two magis-
trates will alternate ion the bench in
the disposal of the election cases.
There are 288 defendants' charged
with fraud at the poles, and begin-
ning today a full investigation vril) be
made in every cane In the case of
risehrie Ntle.hrr etionriev
republean lee let uf the Fifth ward,
Who is charged with conspiracy to
conduct an il4esetil election. twenty
'Atm'!" es breve been etutwupriedr The
charge is hwPd on the alleged direly-
pittance of thirty-eight ballot sheets
in one precinct.
Attachment, were served today up-
en the officer. e. iiicteen eketfon pre-
cinct* for failure to make returns of
the election tie the protho-notery's of-
fice as provided by law.
WEST KENTUCKY
(Mayfield Mlessengee, 8th.)
Smith Bros. and Botannen, living
near Tice, in this county, lost their
saw mill Friday eight by fire. It
caught from a lot of sawdust that was
burning nearby. Their lose is about
$450. During the intense excitement
here over the election A. L. Brand,
Democratic candidate for sheriff, be- ;
came involved in a quarrel with Tom
Taylor and the latter was knocked
down. Tom had been run over by
a buggy a short time ago and was
in a very weak condition. On ac-
count of this fact his recosry is a
matter of serious doubt.
The constitution-a) amendment re-
ceived only 464 seem while 3214 voted
against it, giving the beautillul ma-
jority of 2,750 in the county against
the amendment.
Mrs. Annie May Watson, wife of
Toni Watson, after a brief illness: died
last night at her home in Reedville.
She was 21 years of age arid a de-
voted member of the Baptist church.
Eld. Htxlispeth leaves Thursday for
Hopkinville, where he goes' to be-
gin a protracted meeting at Henshaw,
Ky. His meeting here was quite a
success and, resulted in 6o additions
to the church.
(Clinton Gazette, 8th„)
Judge Jas. D. White celebrated his
zee) birthday at the home of' his
&tighter, Mrs. Florence Stephens, in
Bardwell (19 aer. 31st.
Odie Denton and .Mis.4 Lou,is
Wood, Y'a Carlisle county s efiool
teach-if, were secretly married in
Cario, on October etst, but so good
a secret could not be kept.
W. E. Jackson, east of town, had
a good barn and contents to burn on
Friday morning. We did not get an
'estimate on the low, but it was par-
tially covered by insurance in the sera
of $35o! John Elliott, in M'cAlister
district, also lost a barn and contents
on Saturday night, and John W.
Rabey bad a similar loss one night
last week. He had Seco insurance.
(Murray Ledger, 8th.)
Sam Wilson, son of Jas. M. Wilson,
was buried at Sinking Springs last
Saturday. He was a member of the
Baptist ehurch at Sinking Spring.
He leaves a wife and baby.
Arthur Millen a well known young
man of this county, was tried for his
life in the criminal courts at New
Madrid. Mo., last week, and received
a sentence of 15 years in the peni-
tentiary. Miller was corwicted of the
murder of Richard LaPlant, some two
years ago
The store house, with all its con-
tents, belonging to P. P. Underwood,
of Cherry. burned la* Sunday morn-
ing at 4 o'ctock. Hie carried insurance
to the amount of $1,500. Lose about
$2,600. The origin of the fire is un-
known.
WICKLIFFE WON
COURT HOUSE OF BALLARD
TO REMAIN AT PRES-
ENT CAPITAL
The Successful Candidates Tuesday
in Ballard, Carlisle, and
Hickman.
Wickliffe %vitt remain the mat of
Ballard county. At the election
Tuesday the proposition was voted
upon and Wickliffe wee by a vote of
17to to 971.
The following democratic county
ticket was elected: County Judge J.
A. Hines.; county clerk, T. J. Neely;
county attorney, B. S. Bailey; sheriff,
W. A. Hall; school superintendent,
Mack S. Stevenson; assessor, L. A.
R ey notch. ; surveyor, J. M. Dodson;
jailer, William Weaver; coroner, S.
P. Treenail a.
W. T. White was elected represen-
tative in the Ballard-Carlisle district,
by about 2,000 majority
In Carlisle county the Democratic
ticket Was elected. The county of-
ficiaiseelect are: W. C. Rhea, county
judge; R. W. Roland, sheriff; R. 0. Washington, D. C., Ott to, 1505.
WIellingbam, clerk; Miss Eliza Rowe, WHEZICEAS, by satisfactery evidence
superintendent of schools; Robert prinatatest to the usidersigned it :sae
Jennings, jailer. The vote. against the been made to appear that "The Sint
constitntional amendment wits over- Illedtwell Bunk 4 Psdaralt," ha:fated
is tits City of PlIttiorab, in the Coos-
wIlHelicrilikmilgan county elected the demo- tir dg It'CA"6€11t1 'ad
 Male 
cratic ticket by about Eloo majority. tilt-1(7' 21(14 cm"Pr" with all 
the Pre-
a. follows:
 County judge, j. M. leanest of the
 Act oi Congress "to es-
skis 'National BenIting Associations
to edited their corgorato eseisteuce.
and 'kir other purposes" applies,* July
2.2, 1882, as amended by the Act ap-
ete1f4 April 12, 1102;
NOW, THEREFORE, 1, WiRiana





Prominence of Gathering Promises
Good %Work by the Body-
Many Addresses Yesterday.
Chattanooga, Tenn., Nov. 9-Al-
most 3oo delegates representing four-
teen southern states' faced Gov. John
I. Cox today when he called to order
the southern conference on Quaran-
tine and Immigration.
Present at the opening sessions of
the convention were Governors John
I .Cox, of Tennessee; N. C. Blanch-
ard, of Louisiana; J. K. Vardaman,
of Mississippi; R. B. Glenn, of North
Carolina; D. C Heyward, of South
Carolina, and A. J. Montague, of Vir-
ginia. Governors Broward of Flor-
ida, Terrell of Georgia, and Dawson,
of West Virginia, were delayed until)
later in the day.
Senators, '5. B. Frazier, of Tennes-
see, ape Stephen Mrillory, of Florida;
Eighteen congressmen from the
southern states. Sugeon-General Wy-
man, of the Marine hospital service,
, and other prominent medical author-
ities were on hand.
I Gov. Cox.Gov. Cox. in calling the c inveneon
i to order, explained the object of the
;gathering to be to prevent the coming
Ito the south of the pauper and crim-
inal classes from Europe which now
are flooding the west and northwest;I
also to provide for uniform legisla-
tion by the southern states, which
!should have the approval of the na-
tional coneress and thus have the
force of being constitutional, so that
a citiven going to any part of the
south in times of epidemic should
know exactly %%relit conditions he
would meet.
Addresses of welcome by Senator
James B. Frazier, of Tennessee,
Mayor Win. L. Frierson, of Chatta-
nooga and by Lapsley G. Walker, ed-
itor ofthe Chattanooga Times.
'Senator Frazier advocates strongly
the federal control of maritinw quar-
antine, suggesting that if infection
from foreign sources could be kept
from our shores the more difficult
question of interstate quarantine
would simplified and possibly elimi-
nated from the problem. He desired
as new citizens on'y such immigrants
as would appreciate the value of cit-
izenship and add to the greatness of
the southern commonwealths.
GAMINS GOING TO TEXAS.
Sent There to Find Homes by Aid
Society of New York.
St. Louis, Nov. 9.-Boyish faces,
aglow with, expectations of attractive
Texas homes, were prominent last
night at the Union station, when en-
rreer Nets, Yeerk sraminsidelie num-
ber of two-score or more came in
over the Wabash in a special car, and,
after several hour.' wait, merrily hop-
ped once more on to their traveling
home and were soon spinning over
the Missouri Pacific towards the Lone
Star state.
The boys are the proteges of the
Chikkerts Aid society of New York,
and were accompanied by its superin-
tendent, R. M. Brace, with E. J. Wen
dell anti J. C. Grayonr, two other offi-
cials of ttie society.
TYPHOON AND RAIN.
,Guam, Nov. 9.-A severe typhoon,
accompanied by a deluge of rain, took
place here yesterday. November &
The damage done to property is con-
siderable', but its extent is unknown.
The towns of Agena and Piti were in-




O. of Comptroller of the tenancy_
Brumma), Jr.; county clerk, J. A..
Porter; county attorney, J. H„ Shel-
ton; sheriff, John' B. Evans; suPoHn-
tendent of school*, Mrs. Lulu B.
Smith; assessor, H. C. Pearson; sur-
veyor, S. W. Walker; jailer, Mitt
Jackson. A majority oil loco was „we, A., it.. ow_
rotted against tsp 
W. tJh. e Jackson 'was in 71/
constitutional
elected representative in the tuck- 1 ebisty i mcdadben and Nutt 
ef-
man-Folton district. Xesteicke, is authorised Ma have sue-
reesion her the. period %peened is its
aarredsd artRies of atessfirdida2. same-
napos11161 close ef linahmers asOctober
In testony whereof wihaesi &az
basil mai seal 71. °Kiss this Eau* di.
toorranitailroat had consented toeeoftre trus eeserve on
trustee, 
Mus! imof e ernencAt.eni
oil. theliMberturd Life Insurarsoe company to in-
vestigate that canipany: . "The edber allarii7. mg. ilissesaDir Va. is:
membera of tine committee are Wm.
H. Ttuesdale and John W. Allehin-
cioiti.
FISH CONSENTS TO SERVE.
New York, Nov. 9.--It was an-
nounced yesterday that Stuyvesant
Fish, president of the Illinois Centre!
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Bad business forced S. A. Johns & Co., Tellula, Ia., to turn over their entire
stock of Clothing and Furnishing Goods-to satisfy the demands of creditors,
who in turn sold the complete stock as It stood for CASH to us 50c on the dollar.
This immense pnrchase of high grade Clothing and Furnishing Goods is now in our store at 323
 Broad-
way, and will be sold at unheard ot SLAUGHTERED and SACRIEICED PRICES. The p
urchase was
attatremely large one for us; in fact. the largest we have ever made, but we feel that the selling 
prices
we are able to put on these goods wit! force it out of our house into the hands of the public in a shor
t time.
BARGAIN PRICES That Will Crowd The Grand Leader
S. A. John & Co's Price Our Price100A Suits and e
U.0 Overcoat s U. 
S. A aJohn &ICo's Price




S. A. John & Co's Price Our Price
12.50 Suite andOvercoat°, 7.50
S A. John Co's & Price Our Price
20.00 Suite and 12.50 Overco ts
5oi Will Buy One Dollar's worth of Goods in this Sale
•
Boys' good knee chats; all sizes,which S. A. Johns' 9
& Co. sold for 50c, our forced sale price Zit C
25 dozen red and blue bandana handkerchiefs, S. A.
Johns and Co price 10c, our forced sale price - 4c
Men's:extra heavy every day sox, S. A. John's
price 10 cents, our forced sale price - 5c
Men's all wool sweaters, in gray, black and white, IQ Q
S. A. John's and Co price $2.00, our forced sale -
Men's ribbed fleece lined underwear, which in:thi_ 22cforced sale will be sold per garment
Ten dozen boys extra heavy ribbed stockings, all
sizes, which they 891d for 20c, our forced sale price - 9c
25 dozedwhite handkerchiefs which they sold
for 15 cents each, our forced sale price - 5c
Men's good heavy sweaters, in many patterns, all '2 Q
sizes, which they sold for 75c, forced sale price - C.) C
Ten dozen boys' and children's touques and stocking
caps, they sold for 25 and 50c, forced sale price -
Boys' heavy fleece lined underwear, all sizes, best ')





Men's cross back good lisle suspenders, their price 1
was 25 cents, our forced sale price - 1 J
Ten dozen black fleece lined heavy jersey;gloves, „
, their price was 25 cents,IDur forced sale price - e5
One hundred dozen good heavy bl'k cotton sox that 2
they sold for 10 cents, our forced sale price - J L
Men's good heavy fleece lined underwear,all sizes, 9
they sold for soc a garment, forced sale price -
Children's all wool sweater military coats, the y n
sold them for $1, our forced sale price - C
A regular $2.50 value in men's Corduroy Pants,
all sizes, our forced sale price- 1.48
One big lot of winter Caps which were sold for
50 cents, our forced sale price'.
25 bl'k Top Coats, satin lined, wlii-c-h—they sold 10 nn
for $20, our forced sale price - • IJI/
A big lot of Pants that were sold for $2,
our forced sale price - 98c
A big lot of boys' wool sweaters that were
sold for 75 cents, our forced sale price - 48c
WhenYouCarryA GRAND LEADER bundle
Your friends know you pay
For your Clothes.
GRAN
D DOPULAII PRICED CLOTHIERS
323 BROADWAY PADUCAH, KY.
SALE CLOSES
Saturday,
Nov. 18'
'4
0 I.
' •
•
